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Wednesday, Nov. 17, 1993 LUMBERJACK 
Students | 
speak out 
Students requested that alcohol [ 
be reinstated at Lumberjack Days 
last night at a meeting that 
included members of both the} 2 
Lumberjack DaysCommitteeand 
Associated Students. 
Meanwhile, administrators | 
acknowledged that the university 
could have obtained a liquor |j/# 
license for the event even without |}i# 
a full-time clubs coordinator. a 
oe Story on page 4. /# 
- een 
ee ae 
 
Approximately 250 students, 
_ staff and faculty crowded into |,4@ 
Goodwin Forum Thursday to ff 
discuss campus issues with ff 
administrators. | 
President Alistair McCrone f 
responded to questions regarding | 
his proposed $20,000 raise, 
members of the Multicultural Tony Freeman, a sociology senior, cian 5 ent temaitet te
nes ee 
Center requested additional funds ape nn Plenty: -lhe-cenperiy llibatee i ioc luaaiaata
aaieiaaiaiie 
Center with additional funds. Members of the educational materials. 
and confusion surrounded the 
charter campus initiative. 
  
  
  
  
Story on page 7. 
Coip NIGHT EASTERN ACROBATS 
Students, community members : The Chinese Magic Revue of 
and the homeless slept outdoors Taiwan brings a 2,000-year-old 
tradition to Van Duzer Theater 
Saturday when it performs its 
distinctive style of hocus pocus. 
Monday to raise awareness of 
the plight of the homeless in 
Humboldt County.     
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@ Foreign connection — immigrants from Portugal 
helped to shape Humboldt County. Page 11. 
  
          
   
    
    
   
   
   
   
  
   
    
   
   
   
     
 
        
  
. 617 4th Street, Eureka Phone: 4454480 Science 17 ! 
Eureka Audio Visual & Lost Coast Brewery ning to = asarods ook at cupuncir ond te many 
a Se 3 Currents 21 
55 inches of Big Screen Television m Big Al— not Aleta MoCrone but AlPecino returns 
as a gangster in the movie, “Carlito’s Way.” Page 22. 
  
  
         
  
        
     
  
         
       
     
   
Just in time for... | 
e NBA basketball Sports 25 
¢ Monday Night football 
¢ Sunday football Opinion/ Editorial 38 | 
e Winter Olympics 
Calendar. 31 : 
Pale e Amber ¢ Downtown Brown | 
Stout ¢ Harvest Wheat CORRECTION 
- Guinness on Draught r 
‘ vs : @ in last week's page 13 article on the Food Endeavor, 
; S Size papery at Tues merits sea 
Happy Hour Specials! le ator below the poverty love 
Monday-Friday ¢ 4p.m.-6p.m. snesamene reefs $800,000 om he Peder Emer 
Spicy-hot Buffalo oe | 
wings 10¢ eache TO OUR READERS... : 
*NO LIMITItt¢ wreath wan ges hoop eae a 
We'll bring th em if you are driving, buckle up and drive safely.   
  
right to your table! 
   
 
Pool ¢ Darts ¢ Big Screen T.V. nneineaeanee secttit kamen esi Aa 
Absolutely Smoke Free eee | tenes i Pa 
Open late 7 days a week —a-_ a7! 
| | See Eee : 
Remember... you are only 10 ONE OT nnewse “Cesensem eammetnes 
minutes away from the best Brew aaa ania Sees 
pub in the Humboldt Nation. Ceti snare nO stan ae ea 
SF emaain iaeecttnterr cies 
Life is too short ce ae ats een es om ta | RN a a
to drink bad beer! eee eee | emer oo     
Overnighters 
raise awareness 
™@ The Youth Educational Services’ 
Homeless Network organized a sleep-out 
Monday as part of National Homeless 
and Hunger Week. 
By Erin Waldner _ 
Debbie Dew has lived on the 
streets since she was evicted from 
her a t two weeks ago. 
“I on t this wad 
ha ” she said. 
25-year-old woman said 
she was evicted because she 
shared her a t with 12 
friends who had been homeless. 
wae te Ge ere 
food and a piace to sleep at 
t., 
onday evening, HSU’s 
Youth Educational Services’ 
Homeless Network provided 
these amenities for Dew and 
other homeless people. 
Y.ES, invited students, com- 
munity residents, and the home- 
less to sleep on the 
lawn located on the west side of 
The Depot for the event called 
the Great American Sleep-out. 
Volunteers with the Homeless 
Network organized campus 
events as part of National Home- 
less and Hunger Week. 
The sl t was created to 
hee the public learn about the 
H dt County. 
ty of being homeless in 
“Thewhole purpose isto make 
people aware,” said Span 
homore Tesilya Hanauer, a 
volunteer with the Homeless 
Network. 
“People do care about the 
homeless, but they need more 
information.” 
At 7 p.m., students and com- 
munity residents wandered 
around the lawn talking to one 
another as they waited for the 
evening’s scheduled events to 
sleep-out,a' 
tened to and live mu- 
sic that focused on the country’s 
homeless situation. 
Pamlyn Milsap, Humboldt 
County Mental th’s home- 
less coordinator, spoke to the 
audience about her perceptions 
of mental illness. 
“I was. to tell some sce- 
narios about people I work 
with,” she said later thatevening, 
“but I couldn’t because I saw 
thata lot of those people are here 
tonight.” 
About 100 people attended the 
sleep-out. y came to nee 
the and the music an did not spend the night 
Jim Steopler works at Eureka’s 
ish - 
Redwood Legal Assistance. He 
came to the event with his two 
children and stayed for a few 
hours. 
“I guess I came becauseI know 
I'mlucky to have ajob,” he said. 
“This is going on all over the 
country.” 
His 9-year-old daughter, 
Theresa, said she believed the 
at casttaes Geo F at es re where people say
there needs to be space for people 
to pitch their tents.” 
dine Lear is 13 years old 
and is in the eighth grade at 
Eureka’s Winship Junior High 
School. 
After attending a Humboldt 
Ww 
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less with some of their basic 
needs. 
Since then, Lear has 
a “Soc Drive” at her school. - 
Lear and her classmates are 
socks this week that 
will be donated to the homeless. 
On Friday, a “Soc Hop” will 
be held at Winship Junior High 
School. Admission will be one 
of socks. 
“She wants to be a role model 
for other kids,” her mother said 
posto ao TE 
was “a really good idea. I realize 
there are kids my age who are 
homeless.” 
Nicole Grimn isalso interested 
in learning more about the real- 
ity of being homeless. 
A natural resources planning 
and interpretation freshman, 
what it’s like,” she said. 
A homeless man who calls 
himself Wild Horse Stonewalker 
also chose to stay overnight on 
the lawn. 
Horse said about three-fourths 
See Sleep, page 8 
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Students ask to bring 
booze back to LJ Days 
@ The. Lumberjack Days meeting held 
yesterday gave ‘next year’s club 
committee some ideas for change. 
By Kevin ture , by 
aes an alcohol license without a 
i ideas geet 68 wie 
dents from across campus 
decided alcohol should come 
hol was made 
poppe oageaninrcang 
a on 
full-time clubs and activities 
coordinator. 
“The decision (not to have 
alcohol) was made byt the or- 
Rees Hoh committee,” said 
Hughes, director of stu- 
dent sities and leadership 
development. 
“It wasn’t our fault (the 
committee) didn’t make the 
decision,” committee mem- 
ber Carissa Starr said. 
Marilyn Gee, the Lumber- 
jack Days committee chair 
said the committee was told 
the administrationitcouldn’t 
clubs coordinator. 
ii prove, chiguenitinent. consen-
sus was to the event back 
in its original with a few 
Some of the suggestions in- 
a talizing © Revi the 
team competitions such as the 
hose lay, bucket brigadeand tug- 
of-war, 
e offering family entertain- 
= cividies daring the 
y, 
e having the Clubs Coordi- 
nating Council be the only seller 
of alcohol, which would then 
>. : all s between 
e clubs participating in Lum- 
berjack Days, and 
e anne ‘all alcohol in one 
location such asa contained beer 
garden inside logging town. 
“Any number of things could 
happen. It’s really up to the new 
- In the 
and. 
committee,” Starr said. 
past Lumberjack 
Days has been a place for stu- 
dents, alumni and friends to 
come together, said Jesse 
Brennan, a psychology gradu- 
ate student. 
The event is one of the larg- 
est fundraisers for many cam- 
clubs and tions. 
s Lum Days 
lostmore than$1 because 
of low ticket sales. 
“I think a lot of students 
chose not to come because 
there was no alcohol,” said 
Clubs and Activities Coordi- 
nator Amber Whaley, in an 
October interview with The 
Lum! 
Brennan suggested the 
group investigate why alco- 
ol was banned and push the 
administration to allow it. 
The entire group stressed a 
concern for the lack of partici- 
pation in the planning pro- 
cess and on the committee. It 
was suggested thatevery club 
have a representative on the 
committee. 
The need for a mission and 
See Days, page 8 
  
Fine arts contest 
Deadline Friday 
eae ee 
The Lu cmbetjack is still 
proud to present the return of 
its fs fine art contest. 
But just because it’s a new - 
year doesn’t mean many 
There are still a few 
simple guidelines: 
° hee contest is limited to 
HSU students, full or part 
time. 
e All submissions must be 
in The Lumberjack’s Letters 
tothe Editor box (Nelson Hall 
East Room 6) by 5 p.m. Fri- 
da 
: Short-short stories must 
be 1,000 words or less, type- 
written and double spaced. 
Include your name and a 
phone number on a cover 
sheet (Nemeintiot het 
on story). If The L 
can’t reach you before aco 
cation, it can’t include your — 
ne Paley can be free form, 
utinapee ceili to35lines 
or less and also have an infor- 
mation on a cover sheet. 
e Photographs must be 
black and white. 
¢ No previously published 
and work under consider- 
ation. eens 
sion to Toyonor the Ra d 
Carver contest are OK.): 
Aboard of edi- 
tors and = will screen and 
jud 
>t is your chance to show 
ound nthe praises 
tos scorn) of fe campus. 
  
  
  
On Friday at 8:30 p.m. a shot- 
gun was observed in a truck on 
17th Street. 
The owner wascontacted and 
asked to take the gun off cam- 
pus because of campus meee 
tions. The owner compli 
— David Link   
  
    
Christmas is Coming & Steelhead Season Has Started! 
  
Sale On Name Brand Fishing Tackle! 
10%-50% OFF 
Prices Will Never Be This Low Again! 
Friday NOV. 26 -Wednesday DEC.1 
..Waders ¢ Rods @ Reels ¢ Blanks ¢ Vests ¢ Floattubes ... 
505 H Street     Corner of 101 North & H St. 
  
  
  
    
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
  
Sawmill donates 
$50,000 to forestry 
The HSU t of For- 
estry received a $50,000 dona- 
tion from Eel River Sawmills, 
Inc., President Mel McLean. 
The donation is to help the 
students ke p pace with 
the latest technological ad- 
vances. 
Themoney was spent on open- 
ingtheMelMcLean Instructional 
Computing Lab, which is 
ee with 15 microcomput- 
ion ressrelease, Forestry De- 
partnient Chatrenan Gerty Aflen 
said: “Through Mr. McLean's 
generosity, our Saenenie depart 
ment has lea c ptinto the 90s This 
is quite a bonus for our depart- 
ment, and we are indebted to 
Mr. McLean.” 
McLean is a Fortuna resident 
who founded Eel River Saw- 
mills, Inc., in 1963. It operates 
the sawmill on Highway 101 just 
north of Rio Dell. 
YES program seeks 
new volunteers 
Youth Educational Services 
program Community Compan- 
ions, a program that matches 
volunteers with mental health 
consumers in the community for 
aone-on-one friendship, is seek- 
ing student volunteers. 
Chris Reynolds, the co-direc- 
rw 
  
tor of Community C Ons, 
said since all the > euavion, 
sumers are with only 
mild disorders, no ous ex- 
rience is 
“Allwe ask is people to come 
in with an open mind, a willing- 
ness to experience and learn and 
a willingness to be a friend,” 
“aaa said. 
of the goals of Commu- 
nity Companions is toassistcon- 
sumers to get out of their isola- 
tion from mainstream society, 
according to Reynolds. 
Volunteers receiv  training on 
mental health issues and are 
asked tocommitatleast one hour 
a week with their match. 
aan interested in becom- 
ng part of Community Com- 
ons should contact the YES 
at 826-4965, or no a the 
units Gotvelleed tavugn trough the poy psy-
ee pon abodes.” , through 
dacntamnned hails 
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. The pro- 
gram adviser is Maureen Welsh. 
Music, slide show 
to discuss Option 9 
A music and slide show will 
be held in Founders Hall 118 
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. . 
The slide show, presented 
George Shook of the Wild 
Siskiyou Roadshow, will deal 
with the Option 9 and the pos- 
sible effects on roadless areas of 
the Siskiyou Forest. 
Music will be p ayed by Bruce 
Marsh and Shook. 
The show is sponsored by 
Earth First!, Student Environ- 
mental Action Coalition and 
Humboldt RAIN. A donation of 
$5 is suggested for admission. 
More information is available 
at 839-5847. 
ae i> gp, 
unicef 
Holiday Cards 
in the Bookstore 
A UNICEF CARD... worth so much 
more than the paper it’s printed on! 
Available at Northtown Books, Northtown Art 
a 
upply, Plaza Desi 
: Debian. Eifert G 
Gs = => 
» The Art Center, The White 
> 
and Fortuna Book he. =
SECON i 
  
The Lumberjack 
you next week due to an absence 
of staff minds and bodies. | 
We will return Dec. 1 with the 
usual news-worthy antics. 
Until then Happy Turkey Day. 
will not be with 
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ON THE PLAZA = 735 8TH STREET 
Haircuts, Perms, Weaves, Colors, se ore a 826-1959 
Hair Care a onreeeyeny   
 
tsk about Holiday 
Greeting Cards 
from your photos. 
Monday - Friday 9:30 am to 6pm 
Saturday 9:30 am to Spm 
  
calender from Kinko’s includes ph cet een 
pictures. It’s like sending a new photo to your family every month. 
Open 7 Da 7Da 
1ehaGSe = maya 
ARCATA 
eon ee 
Yl AN Ny A 
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Just across the HSU footbridge 
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Low premiums 
The Lumberjack 
@ Low-cost insurance is 
available for students 
and dependents. 
By Virginia Long 
TOMBERIACK STAFF 
  
Many students coming off their par- 
ents insurance policies may be left won- 
dering how to get low-cost health insur- 
ance. 
Most of the questions concerning stu- 
dent health coverage can be answered by 
Joan Tyson, Associated Students general 
  
manager. 
Tyson is the contact for insur- 
ance companies that offer low-cost health 
insurance. Tyson informs students of the 
a insurance they can buy through 
This year’s insurance program is con- 
tracted through MEGA Life and Health 
Insurance Company and Mad River Com- 
munity Hospital. 
The students buy the low-cost insur- 
— coverage through the school, Tyson 
said. 
This coverage allows students to re- 
ceive benefits at 100 percent of usual and 
customary charges for in-patient services 
such as room, board and other miscella- 
neous hospital charges. 
“Reduced benefits are provided at all 
other in-patient facilities other than 
MRCH, in order toencourage students to 
use MRCH,” Tyson said. 
The MEGA Life and Health Insurance 
Company and MRCH have arranged for 
out-patient discounts that include ser- 
vices for emergency care, out-patient di- 
agnostics, out-patient surgery and other 
areas. 
In order to be eligible for the insurance 
plan, students must be taking six or more 
credit hours. 
  
VIRGINIA LONG / THE LUMBERJACK 
English senior Katie Fullbright gets her blood pressure taken by Clinical Aide 
Peggy Ridion in the Student Health Center. The Student Health Center is major 
source of medical service for HSU students. 
Student health insurance covers benefits 
 
Residence hall students and interna- 
tional students must this insur- 
ance unless they show evidence of other 
coverage. 
Eligible students whoenroll in this pro- 
gram may also insure their dependents. 
Dependents aré an insured student’s 
spouse and unmarried children under 19 
years of age. 
The average cost for this health insur- 
ance coverage ranges from $146 to $1,965 
a year. 
‘Although health coverage is offered 
here oncampusatalowcost,iftheClinton 
plan is passed students may be left look- 
ing for other ways of getting health insur- 
ance. 
“I’m notaware that the approximate 14 
million college students have been con- 
sidered in the Clinton’s proposed health 
plan, and that is a major concern,” said 
Susan Hansen, director of Student Af- 
fairs. 
As for college students who have no 
insurance or opt for clinics with a sliding 
scale based on income, the Humboldt 
Open Door Clinic in Arcata has different 
plans for individual students and their 
dependents who can’t afford health in- 
surance. 
Diane Hyatt, who is an eligibility 
worker for the Humboldt Open Door 
Clinic, said it offers plans for individuals 
and their family members as well. 
“We also help — with a Coun 
Medical Service Program that is issued 
through Social Security,” Hyatt said. 
CMSP is similar to MediCal. Thecounty 
issues an individual a policy and acard 
to get basic medical care at facilities that 
accept the card, and the state is billed for 
the services. 
Some students that work while attend- 
ing school may get benefits from their job 
See Health, page 10 
    
cee Te sn ne rte ee aaa saat 
22,23 2. 
. © Birth control services 
e Low cost escription birth control supplies 
. © Low cost confidential AIDS/HIV testing — 
2316 Harrison Ave., 
Eureka 
     
    APA 
        
     
  
eOnly 3 blocks from H.S.U. 
HUMBOLDT GREEN 
 
    
  
   
°Fly fishing tackle & Accessories Rod & reel repair 
Fly tying tools & materials Fly tying classes 
World-wide fishing adventures Books, T-shirts, videos & more 
Guide service for Salmon & Steelhead on all Northem Calif. rivers 
815 J Street, Arcata (behind the Co-op) 
822-8331     
Free Cable T.V. 
Tackle Shop & Guide Service °1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
The largest selection of all types of fishing gear and ‘ePald water and temals 
accessories on the Northcoast. eSome units have pald utilities , 
Salt & freshwater tackle Rod blanks & building components eRecreation room and laundry facilities 
    
   
  
Variety of Affordable rental plans 
eFurnished & Unfurnished 
*Macintosh & IBM typing lab 
   
   MBOLDT GREEN § an ee 
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Students, staff question administrators 
  
        
   
e
e
 
  
and faculty in light of cutbacks and fee increases. 
@ HSU’s first town meeting opens When one ts cation t demanded McCrone tell students . dialogue among students, staff, faculty what sacrifices he a eer ecSrobe vommed es bie 
sacrifices were a further and administrators Thursday. ae 
The mood of the audience was for the most part relaxed, 
By Dirk Rabdeu initiative. with voices rarely being raised. 
ENTORINGHEF---_ About 250 le crowded From time to time audience members would erupt in 
HSU’s ert at a town 
meeting ended with more ques- 
tions than answers Thursday. 
At the heart of the 90-minute 
between staff, students 
and administrators were the 
posed raise for HSU President 
Alistair McCrone and confusion 
surrounding thecharter campus 
     
   
   
into the Goodwin Forum in 
Nelson Hall East for the 
McCrone, when aske 
whether or not he felt he de- 
served a pay raise, told the audi- 
ence he never ey pay in- 
creases with em 
His salary, w ch includes a 
housing foes, would a 
proach $140,000 per year. 
final figjiaras hivve alt tak 
been a ed by the CSU Board of 
Trustees. 
The pro- 
posed pay in- 
crease has 
drawn criti- 
cism from stu- 
dents, staff 
FRANK MINA / THE LUMBERJACK 
Ree Re Sone R ante RN aenen, weneneRannaiers 
Thursday at the first town meeting. 
applause or even laughter at some of the questions and 
comments. 
By far the issue that raised the most questions was the 
charter campus initiative. 
The initiative would grant HSU 
greater autonomy and sever many” 
of its ties to the CSU Board of 
Trustees. 
Cassandra Teurfs, charter 
campus student coordinator, 
pleaded with administrators to 
th y investigate all of the 
availab) 
by the initiative. 
“I don’t think we have a vi- 
sion,” prophwr eae 
Teurfs said the u- 
cation is maa 
No one appeared satisfied 
with responses of the adminis- 
tration or tatives of stu- 
dent government. At one point 
Jason Kirkpatrick, Associated 
Students president, stood upand 
_ told the audience, “This can be 
anything we want it to be.” 
McCrone has divided the cam- 
pus into seven parts: Adminis- 
trative Affairs, Student Affairs, 
the four colleges and the student 
body. 
Fromeach of theseven 
a scribe will be elected to gather 
the ideas from or le in 
the specific “seven 
scribes woul irencsanpalictaen? 
information into one report for 
McCrone. 
McCrone said if HSU flour- 
ishes as a charter campus it will 
be copied by universities nation- 
wide. 
Students will discuss the char- 
ter campus initiative tomorrow 
at 5:30 in Founders Hall 235. 
The meeting, which is spon- 
sored by A.S., is open to all stu- 
dents who want to share their 
ideas. 
The meeting also included a 
show of solidarity by members 
of the HSU M tural Cen- 
  
  
   
 
FRANK MINA /THE LUMBERJACK 
cttelin Actas eccnntitiiilitesialiaae was one of many 
students who expressed their opinions at the town meeting. 
ter. 
Members the ad- 
ministration allocate additional 
funds for the center. . 
“What we have is an empty 
shell,” said Ari Krakowski, en- 
vironmental politics and 
women’s studies senior. 
The request included money 
for a salaried grant coordinator, 
computers, graphic and word 
processing software and educa- 
tional materials. The members 
- alsorequested access tolong dis- 
Krakowski grant coordinator 
for the center, said these materi- 
als are needed if HSU hopes to 
attract minority students. 
Sociology senior Tonya Free- 
man echoed these sentiments. 
“There is a myth that there is 
an equal in our so- 
ciety aren’t 
portunities for everyone,” Free- 
man said. ' 
The center's b includes 
$17,108 from A.S, an addi- 
tional $4,000 from A.S.’s 
unallocated funds foracomputer 
which the center received last 
week. a 
This theme opportunities 
for minorities was reiterated by 
others on campus. 
Patricia Grizzle, a social sci- 
ence graduate student, said mi- 
nority students are frustrated 
with what she perceived as a 
lack of minority and staff, 
especially black and Chicano 
women. 
See Meeting, page 8 
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     : By ‘Candlelight... 
Magical Treasure Candles in many shapes and 
colors—star, pyramid, heart, Saturn and birth- 
day cake in-a-box—reveal hidden treasures: 
Pillar candles in colors to complement 
    
    
 
   
    
 
  
IT’S TIME TO RETIRE 
R COLLEGE LOAN. 
Tired of coping with ; 
payments? The Army can : 
put your college loan to rest 
in just 3 years. 
Ifyou havea loan that’s 
notin default, we'll pay off 1/3 or $1,500, 
whichever is greater for each year of 
service. Total repayment of up to 
$55,000. And we'll not only retire your 
loan, we'll give you other benefits to last 
a lifetime. Ask your Army Recruiter. 
1-800-USA-ARMY 
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE: 
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   TAI CO! CHUAN epee e ; ° 1: 
The Chinese art of slow motion exercise and meditation 9 Metical Group & Comse Ing 
classes ° reamery Dancen ¢ Family Planning 
bviley eielbige diitag Nor 29 ae a “6 ¢ Counseling for men-women-children 
Wenesday evenings starting Dec. 1 ¢ Family Medicine 
7-8 pm, Advanced 8-9 pm fee based on sliding scale, insurange or Medi-Cal 
$50 for ten weeks * No preregistration = “JUST OVER THE FOOTBRIDGE” 
Margaret Emerson 826-2330 or 826-9605 Hours: M-F 8am to Spm 
822-2481 
  
     
  
    
  
  
    
 
   
   
   
    
WATERPROOF & 
Great looks, soft, BREATHABLE 
practical...sale KAYAKS! 
49. Why buy a used boat priced from $49 when all new boats , 
are just $595! 
PASO Dagger 
Rain checks given on 
Dagger kayaks 
  
HIKING BOOT CLEARANCE! ! 4 RAIN GEAR! 
Hundreds of boots marked down We have the largest 
Up to 25% OFF...including selection and best 
Veses> lightweight trail and Gore-Tex prices in all of 
models. Clarion IIs sale priced from $57! g Northwestern 
Gee California! 
Hi-Tec Sierra Lites 
reg. 850 SALE $39 
Leather Kodiaks 
reg. 889 SALE $59 
  
    
 
   
  Monday - Senutiay 9:30am - 7pm + Sunday 10am - 5pm 
Limited To Stock OnHand == Sth & Commercial, Eureka * 445-1711 * Open 7 Days A Week 
 
  
     
    
        
   
  
Days 
° Continued from page 4 
direction for future Lum- 
ber Jack Days was ad- 
dressed by Roland 
Yartzoff, aspeech commu- 
nication senior. — 
Alternatives to Lumber- 
jack Days were also dis- 
cussed including ideas for 
a spring festival and other 
one-day events. 
Another informal meet- 
. ing is planned for Nov. 30 
at 6:00 p.m. in the South 
Lounge to discuss the di- 
rection the event should   
“It’s evident there are not fe- 
males, even in the front row 
there,” said Grizzle as she 
pointed to the administration. 
Representatives nd members 
of the HSU Multicultural Center 
also made requests for addi- 
tional funding. 
According to statistics from 
the Affirmative Action ae 
minorities comprise 11.4 
— faculty and 15.3 percent of 
s' 
Since 1990, the number of fac- 
ulty have been reduced from374 
to 333, with the number of mi- 
norities increasing from 34 to 38. 
Leasing Set cnes tha same , mem- 
from 
522 to 477, = the number of 
minorities increased by from 70 
to 
The organizers of the event 
felt the town was fas 
selves proves freedom of speech 
is v alive on this campus,” 
McCrone said. 
Or, said they want to 
hold 
dates havenotbeen 
xeon datacttined. 
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Economic theorist explores world system 
@ Professor Andre Gunder Frank 
lectured Thursday in the Kate Buchanan 
Room on his economic theory. 
By Tina Ramser 
For a glimpse of our economic 
future, peer into the crystal ball 
of Andre Gunder Frank, profes- 
sor of development economics 
and social science. 
Frank’s pursuits involve eco- 
nomic transformations and ex- 
ploration of the world system in 
an effort to reconstruct its 5,000- 
year history. 
Persuaded by the sociology 
and political science depart- 
ments at HSU, Frank was flown 
in from Johns Hopkins Univer- 
sity in Maryland to Arcata for a 
brief visit. 
In his lecture Thursday titled 
“World Crisis,” a topic “wide 
enough to fit anything into,” 
Frank questioned the basic as- 
sumptions people make about 
the world system. 
With standing room only in 
   
  
the Kate Buchanan Room, Frank 
began witha discussion of Presi- 
dent Clinton’s economic policy. 
Frank said an Ciiwon 
is shifting to where it 
should be Age “post-Cold War 
economic competition. 
“The real action of the Cold 
War wasn’t between the Soviet 
Union and United States. The 
real action was the economic 
competition inGermany, United 
States and ne Cold War 
is over, and ly and Japan 
won.” . 
NAFTA is presented as 
though it were a question of free 
trade between Mexico and 
United States, bu  nobody seems 
to be talking about what it really 
is, he said. 
“American businesses are not 
out to capture markets but to 
lower costsof production, so they 
can compete more effectively in 
a more competitive world. 
 la 
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“The so-called NAFTA treaty 
of trying to have a common cur- 
rency and greater economic in- 
tegration is because 
we are in a world-economic cri- 
sis,” he said. 
In a world-economic crisis we 
have to band together into 
blocks, Frank said. 
He spoke of a one-world cen- 
anon tralization 
where coun- 
triesdevelop 
increasingly 
41 closer to one 
J another. 
“If we 
have the one- 
world sys- 
tem then ev- 
erything is 
internal. 
Even if we visualize Somalia or 
Haiti or Humboldt State Uni- 
versity as some kind of defin- 
able entity, it has relations with 
the rest of the world and what 
happens inside is related to its 
relations with rest of the world.” 
One-world isolation will be 
another situation where the rich 
will get richer and the poor will 
i 
Frank 
get poorer, because a one-world 
economic system is not without 
competitive and monopolistic 
issues. 
“Or,asthe bible says, Tothem 
half shall be given. Those who 
have not shall be taken awa 
what little they have,” he said. 
Frank said these world-eco- 
madi ble fo ing anes responsible r erupt g 
ethnic and ier in 
countries such as 
He said an economic cris s is a 
way of pulling the rug right out 
from under le. 
Islamic countries and Bosnia 
are experiencing ethnic politics, 
orethniccleansing, which Frank 
dubbed “the order of the day.” 
Frank said the world to 
be divided into first, second and 
third worlds. The second worlds 
are socialist countries now try- 
ing to have revolutions in an 
attempt to join Westernized first 
worlds. 
“They think if they join the 
first world they will live in the 
land of milk and honey, like 
America,” said Frank. 
Eastern Europe and the Soviet 
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| its future as a 
 
   
* What will this mean for 
present and future students? 
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this process? 
* What kind of changes should 
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CHARTER SCHOOL PROPOSAL 
 
     
  
Union, as well as Latin America, 
Africa and much of Asia, have 
been in what was miscalled the 
third world. ‘ 
Using socialist development 
to join the first world, they are 
ji er ge ce uianeak? 
their boot straps, Frank sai 
Aworld titer fowl 
convergence ma’ te har- 
boring dettinge ot “stop the 
world, I want to get off.” 
Frank was asked to avoid his- 
torical references d his lec- 
ture to avoid over-extending his 
time. 
The history involved his 
that the contem 
world system hasan existence of 
at least 5,000 
His thesis poses a more 
humanocentric challenge to 
Eurocentrism, which is based on 
a 500-year view. 
Frank for the extension 
back in time through the same 
world system of theessential fea- 
tures of the “modern-world- 
capitalist system.” 
theoretical categories also 
See Frank, page 10 
9 
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Frank 
© Continued from page 9 
deal with the role of capi- 
tal accumulation as the 
motor — of the world 
system, the center-periph- 
ery structure in and of the 
world System, the alterna- 
tion between ate 
and rivalry, and the long 
and short economic cycles 
of alternating ascending 
and descending 
Frank believes world 
history should be a reflec- 
tion and representation of 
human experience and 
devel t, outlining a 
connection with all disci- 
plines. 
Frank any world 
history should try to trace 
and establish the histori- 
cal continuity of develop- 
ments between then and 
now in the world i 
whole and all it parts. 
“The world system 
doesn’t stop at 5,000 years. 
That’s only as far as I’ve 
gotten,” Frank said. 
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Lumberjack to trade ads 
for services with A.S. 
l@ The Associated Students will receive 
$3,500 in advertising in exchange for its 
accounting services. 
By Dirk Rabdeu 
The Board of Finance unani- 
mously a a to es- 
tablish a or wan tas Lum- 
the lan, which would not go 
into until fall, would pro- 
vide the Associated Students 
$3500 worth of advertising in 
The Lumberjack in exchange for 
accounting services. 
AS. ides accounting ser- 
vices for The Lumberjack with- 
out charge. 
A.S. spends approximately 
$5,600 a for advertising in 
The jack newspaper. The 
board estimated these services 
are worth about $7,000. 
“T think that it is fair to say that 
this (free service) has contributed 
to the success of The Lumber- 
jack,” said board member Seth 
Rafkin. 
“We feel that this has become 
apunishment for success- 
ful,” said L adviser 
Howard Seemann. 
ae manager Janet 
Mcintosh said The Lumber} 
made a profit of ap- 
ximately $20,000 last year, 
t $6,000 is still in accounts 
receivable. 
“We are encouraged to make 
money because we can buy 
equipment with our profits,” 
Seemann said. 
“Our goal isn’t to cut you be- 
cause you are successful,” said 
A.S. President Jason Kirkpatrick. 
Kirkpatrick said A.S. must 
for accounting because 
of a $15,000 loss on Lumberjack 
Days and additional responsi- 
bilities including funding the 
HSU Multicultural Center. 
He said he feels the charge for 
accounting is fair in light of the 
success of the paper. 
He agreed to Seemann’s re- 
Ss to ae an increase in 
amount the newspaper re- 
ceives in Instructionally Related 
Activities fees. 
The matter now goes to A.S. 
for a vote Monday . If it is ap- 
proved, it will be discussed as 
part of the budget process. At 
that time, itcan be i 
In other action, the Board ap- 
proved $1,200 out of its 
unallocated fund Monday night 
to be used to pay local bands to 
play in Kava, the Depot's coffee 
Ouse, next semester. 
Roy Furshpan, special events 
coordinator Ei Center Arts, said 
he would like two shows a 
month. 
The Depot features music ev- 
ery other Tuesday and jazz on 
Wednesday night. 
  
  
Health 
© Continued from page 6 
place. However, many stu- | 
dents work part time and 
donot get full medical cov- 
“Students need to find 
out how many hours they 
need to work in order to 
et health benefits,” 
said. 
Some students who 
work for small companies 
don’t receive insurance 
coverage “because the 
company doesn’t have 
enough eeannnes to 
insur- ance, Hansen sald 
ee po stu- 
dents leaving college and 
getting an ton Bent po- 
sition varies from com- 
pany to company. It de- 
pends on a part-time and 
full-time position and if 
ou want a co- t 
sption, HMO or Scalia 
ria style” health plan, 
where a person can pick 
and choose the coverage 
he or she wants.     a an B a DB a 
FOOTCARE é 
SPECIALIST 
¢ Diabetic & Arthritic 
Care 
¢ Bunions 
e Ankle Sprain 
iy | ¢ Ingrown Toe Nails 
“NW ¢ Heel Spurs 
« ©@ Warts. 
: © Corns, Calluses 
s © Medicare Provider 
4° © Accept Most Health 
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R. Bruce Franz D.P.M. 
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Following adream 
Portuguese farmers left economic hardship behind, came to California 
& Immigrants from the Azores Islands 
worked in Humboldt County dairies at the 
  
turn of the century. 
By Teri Carnicelll 
Individual communities with 
their owncultures and t aditions 
have found a home in Hum- 
boldt County throughout the 
years. 
The county’s Portuguese 
ean although lesser 
own than the Native Ameri- 
can and Laotian populations, is 
nevertheless a significant con- 
tributor to the 
diversity of the EF] 
According to 
the 1990 U.S. 
Census, the to- 
tal population of 
the county was 
  
  
cent, accumulated over decades 
of the county’s past. 
Into the past 
In the early days of Humboldt 
County, the people who pro- 
vided the labor for dairies and 
the dreams to make the 
prosperous were from thou- 
sands of miles away. 
Across the Atlantic,a group of 
nineislands knownas the Azores 
lie 875 miles east of the coast of 
Portugal. From 
| these provinces 
of Portugal 
| came immi- 
grants seeking 
a place where 
the land was 
   
119,118. 
Of those, 1,980 claimed Por- 
tuguese as their only ancestry; 
whenclaiming one or more an- 
cestries, 2,78 ple stated 
. Portuguese to be their first, 
while 867 identified a as their 
second. 
Humboldt County’s 1993 Por- 
tuguese tion is unknown, 
but could be as high as 21 per- 
Student tells of growing up Portuguese i 
andh for a better life 
could be fulfilled. 
The majority of the i 
tion into Humboldt County can 
be traced back as early as 1900, 
when le from the Azores 
in the Eel River 
Vi in southern Humboldt 
County. 
Most of the immigrants were 
femmes by trade. 
Ferndale,” said Ida Toste, a 
resident of Ferndale of Portu- 
guese descent, in a 1980 article. 
printed in the Times-Standard 
newspaper. 
“They formed fraternal or- 
ganizations because that was 
their way of ou help- 
ingeach other out,” Toste said. 
y because ofthe decrease 
in immigrants in the Ferndale 
area, many ese inter- 
ee with Ferndale’s other 
ic grou marily the 
Danes and the Svien 
“Inthe early days, itwas very 
rare fora Portuguese tomarrya 
non-Pi person,” Toste 
said. “Now alotofpeop| le 
non-Portuguese, but an amaz- 
ing thing happened. The  
traditions have not died. 
“The traditions are carried 
on by a family even if one of 
the mates is not Portuguese,” 
she said. 
One of those traditionsisthe 
Holy Ghost Festival, celebrat- 
ing the end of a famine in Por- 
tugal in the 13th rere 
what was deemed to 
miracle. Many ‘attributé: that 
miracle to Queen Isabel for her 
caring and praying for the poor 
and hungry. 
The observances are siinilar 
@ This year’s 
queen of the Holy 
Ghost Festival 
shares stories of 
her home life. 
Rute, Comore 
In any small town, there are a 
few le with big dreams. 
For me — an HSU 
freshman grown up in 
Arcata’s close-knit Fortusiees 
community, that dream is to 
study foreign re- 
lations at the 
U.S. gia 
— - ; 
West oint, 
N.Y., and even- 
COMMUNITY - sient 1 
  
Portugal, The Azores 
  
  
     
  
    
to those held in Portugal and 
Portuguese communities on a 
oes basis. 
Fern is approaching its 
70th celebration, which usually 
takes place mid-spring. Arcata, 
also home toa P. com- 
munity, has been holding Holy 
Ghost celebrations since 1925. 
Because of increasing num- 
bers, in 1916 immigrants estab- 
year at West Point is really hard 
and you can’t live through it, 
but I think I could deal with it,” 
she said. “] feel like I’m a really 
strong person inside, and that 
no rude comments or obscene 
statements could break me. It’s 
a challenge to me.” 
Challenges are — new to 
Toste, chaimieie rch and 
— Piruaeee I ene ae 
—andis 
h. She also se pe 
’s cross country team. 
But her isn’t exhausted 
at school. At and in the 
  
tually work in oseolat County lle was 
“A lot of my 
moms brothers were in the mili- 
tary,” Toste said. “In P 
when the men reach 18 or 19, 
they have to serve in the army 
for a few months.” 
The 18- international 
business major has heard all the 
at the academy, and is un- 
daunted. 
“T’ve always heard the first 
' of the the ‘aly 
Ghost Festival, representing 
Arcata for this t Portu- 
ane event that dates back to 
late 13th century. 
The festival revolves around 
the legend of Queen Isabel of 
Portugal secretly giving food to 
the poor naainen the king’s 
wishes. 
When he confronted her, the 
hidden food magically turned 
PHILIP PRIOMORE-BROWN / THE LUMBERJACK 
lished a vo oi 
community. lo- 
poe ony yn ermal 
continues to serve the commu- 
nity today. 
Coming to Arcata 
One of the many Portuguese 
who eventually settled in Arcata 
See Farmers, page 14 
in Arcata 
into roses. 
The Po uese people de- 
clared aia ieate ant so be- 
ganthe Hol she ,held 
in honor of Queen Isabel 
Toste was selected festival 
when a committee drew 
her name from a hat filled with 
the names of other hopefuls. 
“It’s a big deal to have your 
daughter be ” she said. 
“You're representing Isabel and 
‘aa ‘oste has embraced While 
some P traditions, 
some Portuguese traditions, 
she is critical of some of the 
culture’s “outdated” character- 
istics. She believes, for instance, 
that it is time for women to as- 
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Celebrating a culture 
@ From famine to 
feast: The history 
behind the Holy 
Ghost Festival. 
em 
TheP community in 
Arcata has several annual festi- 
vals that celebrate its cultural 
and religious heritage. 
“The importance of these fes- 
tivals is that they allow a sense 
of mystery to enter our every- 
day lives,” said 
the Rev. Mike 
Kelly of St. 
Mary’s church 
in Arcata. The 
festivals are 
centered 
around '—_ the   
Portug 
Humboldt County 
legend surrounding 
origins of the festival is often 
down through families 
and varies according to the area 
the family ie cacti 
“Ithink peop ve pretty 
much the same beliefs,” said 
Maria Mendes, who moved to 
Arcata in 1973 from the Azores, 
a group of Atlantic Portuguese 
islands 875 miles east of the Eu- 
ropean coast. 
“The celebrations on the is- 
lands may be a little different 
than those onthe mainland,” she 
said. 
The legend most often cited 
takes place in 
the 13thcentury 
and celebrates 
| the compassion 
4 of Portugal’s 
Queen Isabel for 
the poor of the 
country.   
church and 
their roots go deep into Roman 
Catholicism. 
“They remind us to carry a 
sense of hope,” Kellysaid. “They 
show us that no matter how try- 
ing things canbe, they will work 
out if we have faith.” 
The biggest of these celebra- 
tions is the two-day Holy Ghost 
Festival which has been a town 
fixture since the ‘20s. The festi- 
val is usually held on the week- 
end of the Catholic Feast of the 
Pentecost, or Trinity Sunday. 
“The poor 
were starving and Queen Isabel 
was going out among the people 
and sneaking loaves of bread to 
them in the folds of her cloak 
against the wishes of the king,” 
said Helena Garcia, multiple 
subjects liberal studies sopho- 
more. ; 
“The king became suspicious 
and stopped her one day and 
demanded toknow whatshe had 
under her cloak,” she said. 
Garcia said Queen Isabel told 
the king she was only carrying 
The Lumberjack __ 
The king didn’t believe 
her and when he made her open 
her cloak, nothing but roses fell 
out. . 
Festivities start in m d-spring 
with a mass and the coronation 
of the Holy Ghost Queen and 
her attendants on a Saturday 
at the traditional d nce 
called the chamarita. The queens 
are chosen from the Por- 
women in the commu- — 
‘nity and to be in the procession 
is a great so 
Per most popular 
octet teecebibenban is the food. 
On Saturday night the smell of 
Portuguese li and beans 
wafts from Arcata’s Portuguese 
Hall, drawing in the revelers. 
On Sunday, after the proces- 
sion to and from mass at St. 
Mary’s, the whole community 
is invited to sit down to tradi- 
tional sopa, a s beef broth 
served over ch of French 
bread and alcatra, marinated beef 
cooked until it falls apart. 
" = like the food,” Garcia 
said. “They like the dancing — 
the music. They’re not necessar- 
ily religious. They go because 
they like the atmosphere.” 
The other two festivals are the 
St. Anthony celebration in Au- 
gust and Lady of Fatima, 
which is held in October. 
Mendessaid that although the 
emcees 
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Student: living i in two worlds _ 
© Continued from page 11 
lies the man is dominant i  the 
household,” she said. “And I 
kind of ised than our house 
os am alwa 
ying. “Oh, aye so you dot 
think Seti are equal.’ But 
think my dad ri me more 
because I speak my mind.” 
Toste, who __: 
admits she has 
aaa been 
the more liberal 
mily,” g 
guese famil life 
when she oe 
eled to the 
Azores Islands 
last summer. 
She was 
shocked to find 
just how tradi- 
tional it was. 
“There is no. 
  
“I don’t think a 
ene in a lotofthe | 
Portuguese kids 
here really care 
about school.” 
DEBBIE TOSTE 
1993 queen of the 
Portuguese Holy Ghost 
Festival in Arcata 
know a lot of se girls 
whose ts won't even let 
Feet fost nae contrast, 8 
allowed her to te inath- 
letics, attend all the school 
dances work on the high schoo 
caiaiemeian take part in stu- 
ent 
pais tout th anid wre 
have a really 
good relation- 
,” she said. 
all her in- 
dependence, 
she is still aoe 
takes partin 
large dinners 
which her 
periodically 
cooks for 
friendsand rela- 
tives — dinners 
that include 
such traditional 
Portuguese 
 ‘dating scene’ 
there,” she said. “If a boy wants 
to talk to a girl, she has to be 
inside the house and talk to him 
from the window.” 
Toste said she has had more 
freedom with rela and 
activities than many of her Por- 
EE 
“My parents are one of the 
more modernized Portuguese 
couples in Arcata,” she said. “I 
dishes as 
alcatra, which is a chunk of beef 
marinated in garlic, onion, all- 
spice and wine, and sopa, a 
steaming hot beef broth. 
Toste and her family attend 
Mass at St. Mary’s in Arcata, 
and at fes- 
she is in the clos- 
th the local Portu- 
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mother, Edite, . 
cerutare 
ions, bad positive 
shock Get venes 
For , Toste believes 
there is a lack of on 
education among some Portu- 
guese families. 
“Idon’tthink a lo of the Portu- 
guese kids here care about 
school,” she said. “You never e- 
” Portuguese kids doing 
“I think a lot of the parents 
‘OKI'n a kid m mykidtoschool 
vecuiiie We #0 tor and then 
afterwards they should work to 
make a living. And a lot of them 
don’t want to pay for their kids’ 
and send them away.” 
Toste says she is in the 
sense that I love to learn and I 
love to go to school.” 
Her life today would seem to 
indicate that: It is a whirlwind of — 
academics, athletics, family life 
and the exhausting task of apply- 
ing to West Point. 
she can send in her ap- 
plication, she must acquire 
teacher recommendations and 
onal nominations, re- 
tals her Scholaste Apeltude' Tos 
and an essay. 
It’s a small to pay for the 
realization of her dream. 
“1 know I'll be getting the _ 
education in the country,” she 
said. 
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LYME DISEASE 
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: “These are the only county- H b di d with| @Asthe temperature begins to drop for wmed properties within ci 
eee et oe winter, some are concerned about a warn ct eh wan ll 
Lyme Pieces in the past 7 place in out of the cold for the homeless. up the shelter).” _ years’ | : _"The Project Challenge build- 
Anna Moore le without homes that _ ing, last year’s site, is also im- Are you between 18-64 years = cecicheces tostaynow thatitis peactical Bacall Wie’ Buliling LUMBERJACK STAFF =—~—~—~—“‘“_“‘“ ‘ é:éOéOS™S Pp y 
old cold,” Fulkerson said. would need tobecleared ofbeds 
: ia ‘ ae Though the Humboldt An old waterbed store, on for the jail expansion, Arnold Your participation could aid in County Board of Supervisors the corner of _ = said. It is also 
ou r research declared the week a ae 14- aoe and ‘ J ae sl a ees ae 
20 as Homel treets,isnota | decodes” 
Week, it has tot been site to feasible sitefor |f” Assignme homeless ex- 
Please call (707) v 826 7 3573 set up the proposed winter the winter -—— pected to use 
Dr Jim Kni ht homeless shelter. homeless shel- Hungry and the aa 
g Theboard unanimously agreed ter, supervi- Homeless Update onus said 
Mr Thomas Shaffer to declare an inorder sors were told. next board 
: to geta homeless shelter in place County Ad- meeting _is 
yesterday,butishavingproblems ministrator Chris Arnold said scheduled for Dec. 7. 
deciding on a site. the building would have tobe Anna Sparks concern 
The state of emergency dec- vacated byJan.1,withmonths aboutthetimelapseand thedrop- 
laration willenable thecounty of cold left, to enable the city temperature and said, “We 
to lease and set up a shelter to work on thecounty's jail hope to see the shelter finished 
and pass inspections with expansion. by that time.” 
minimal health and safety re- e Childcare Council build- Fulkerson agreed, saying she 
uirements, Supervisor Julie ingisanotherpossibility,Arnold | wanted to hurry the search fora 
ulkerson said. said. It would need to be va-__ shelter location because “It's al- 
“Thereisasignificantnumber cated by March 1 or 14. ready freezing.” 
Farmers: building Arcata history 
° Continued from page 11 
was described in Rosa Lima’s 
“The Immigration of the Portu- 
guese into Humboldt County,” 
written in May 1917. 
The Azores native, John Silva, 
and his wife Henrietta moved 
to Humboldt County in 1881. 
Silva worked on. many farms 
and dairies until he had enough 
money to open a dairy of his 
own in 1887. 
He sold his small business af- 
ter a year and used the profits to 
lease an even bigger dairy in Rio 
Dell. The Silvas’ business con- 
tinued toe dand he moved 
to larger dairies. He built a 
creamery in Bayside, and even- 
tually two smaller ones in 
Arcata. | 
Silvaand his wife were promi- 
nent people in their community. 
Lima wrote, “A cultured and 
refined woman, Mrs. Silvaisalso 
an able and practical helpmate 
to her husband, who by his en- 
terprising and progressive spirit 
has made for himself a name 
that is highly respected in the 
community where he resides.” 
Another Azores immigrant, 
Francisco Ribeiro, came directly 
to Arcata in 1904 and worked at 
a dairy farm in Blue Lake. In 
1910 he built his own dairy in 
Arcata and went into business 
for himself, “where he raises 
large quantities of hay,cornand 
green feed, and is quite exten- 
sively engaged in dairying, 
milking 90 cows and also rais- 
ing cattle. He has made a suc- 
cess of his business,” Lima 
wrote. 
One of the major keys of sup- 
port to the community was, and 
is, the Irmandade do Divino 
Espirito Santo do Estado da Cali- 
fornia, commonly referred to as 
LD.ES. 
LD.E.S. was founded by a 
small group of Portuguese men 
in Miscion Ean Jose in 1889. Alli- 
ance 85 (similar to a union) was 
later founded in Arcata in 1910. 
The purpose of the group was to 
provide protection to members 
and their families, as well as es- 
tablishing a religious organiza- 
tion to see to the continuance of 
the Holy Ghost Festival. 
Both John Silva and Ribeiro 
were active members of LD.E.S. 
The Portuguese religion is pri- 
marily Catholic, and many of 
the Portuguese residents of 
Arcata attend mass at St. Mary’s 
on Janes Road. The church, com- 
bined with traditions passed 
down from one generation to 
the next, help keep the commu- 
nity together and strong. 
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Vegeterians’ holiday dinner solution: tofu turke 
  
Jackson The first step is taking a strolldownto 1/4 cup Tamari one-inch thick outside layer. Pack in the Teamerreee your regular grocery store to pick up some 1 package _ Cheesecloth stuffing and cover with the remaining tofu. supplies. You may want to have a of Pat down so surface is flat and firm. Oil a isa holiday that moststu- the current issue of The Co-op Newsletter In a large bow], mash tofu well and mix sheet or rimmed pan big to dents look forward to, of eat- handy, you with a wideassort- _ in the broth and seasonings. Taste the mix- hold the tofu. Flip the ath. ast ing, resting, eating, te football ment of holiday recipes. ture and adjust seasonings. The tofu tur- pan and remove the cheesecloth. games, eating, recreation and eating. But the cream of the crop is the recipe key will be even milder in flavor, so don’t Mix the sesame oil with the tamari for a Youcan almost smell the dinner resting that will make the centerpiece of be shyin flav it. Linea colander _ basting liquid. Brush this mixture over the on the table now. Hot rolls, cranberries, os Mista Sean ving dinner (coutesy with clamigeioth tik pul Gi ees tthe the tofu, cover with foil and bake at 400 de. se pumpkin pie and the tur- colander. Press the tofu down flat. Put a grees for one hour. Remove the foil, baste 7 =. Wied tow on teter tae | skillet or other flat pan down over the coun da teheihs > ee oven bir tes With the number of Tofu Turkey and weight it down with a heavy object. hour to brown, basting one more time turkey on the table is rapidly 5 lbs. Tofu Set the whole thing in the sink and allow about halfway through. Serve with gravy 
Never fear. There several alterna- sieaee , : . Wile Gilde poeioon tuff -¥ 
; are owd r , make you stuff- Well,there itis. Your easysurvival guide a a 1 Tbs. eae, seasoning (or ing. Remember to make it a little damper to a mentions Thatdhagiving, OF cou, if your favorite herbs and spices) than you would for poultry as you're not in the mood for the work that minimal planning and execution, or Of your favorite stuff- there won't be any cooking liquid gener- into preparing this meal, the Village you can prepare a meal that caterstoboth _ ing ( which the Co-op has recipes) ated by the tofu. . try serves a mean grilled cheese sand- vegetarians and meat-eaters alike. 1/4 cup Toasted sesame oil low out the tofu, leaving about a 
Celebrations: future may see a decrease in festivities 
© Continued from page 12 younger ones just don’t know “The people that are in Arcata know how their parents grew proud ofhow far they havecome . very much about them.” right now came straight from up and know about their cus- and where they are going. HolyGhost Festival is still ia said that although she the Azores — or their parents toms.” “I admire the Portuguese big in this area, the other cel- _ is not as involved with the festi- camefromtheAzores.Theirkids Most Portuguese immigrants poe Sone said. “They’rea ebrations are beginning to de- vals as she was when she was won't be as interested and will _ and their descendants in Hum- -working group of people. clineduetothe generational gap. young, several ofher friendsare have their own lives.” boldt County are from the My parents have instilled in me “The festivals are getting  stillveryactiveinthePortuguese “I don’t think that’s good be- Azores, originallydriventoCali- to be a hard worker, not to be smaller and smaller,” she said. community. cause it’s part of our culture — forniaby pooreconomicsonthe _Jazyand to goafter what I want. “It'ssadsometimes.Theoldones “I don’t think it will keep go- _ it’s part of Arcata,” Garcia said. _ islands. I wouldn’t have it any other wanttokeepthemgoingbutthe ingas strong asithas,” she said. “It’s important for children to The local Portuguese are way.” 
og hei 0 get a lot out of college, 
o Btthisisridioulout 
       
Macintosh LC 475 4/80, Apple Color Plus Macintosh Quadra® 610 8/160, Apple Color Plus Apple PowerBook Duo™ 230 4/80 (with 
14" Display, Apple Keyboard Il and mouse. 14° Display, Apple Keyboard I and mouse e
Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal. Now, when you buy any —_ give you the kinds of programs you need most. Programs to organize 
select Macintoslf or PowerBook" computer, you'll also receive seven your time and money. And some programs just for fun. So, why buy : 
software programs. It$ all included in one low price, And the software an Apple’ computer? It does more. It costs less. it’s that simple. 
package alone has a combined SRP value of $596" It was designed to é. 
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm Your Authorized Apple Service Center 
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm “Bead on combined Soon et Pris (RP) ofthe roduc The Campus Soha Sefer Macnod sof coer 1993 A geet 
in the orginal product packaging as shown in this ad. But you will receive same software programs in a integrated pachage, Closed Saturday & Sunday Comper, ne. A rights sed. opin be Sap lege, Mahood, Macinted) Quads and Pevetbech ae aghened heceneriod/ ete Comper te 
Phone: 826 - 5848 PowerBook Duo is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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On pins and needles 
Westerners take a stab at health 
Acupuncture points and meridians 
@ In an effort to find alternative treatments to 
supplant drugs and surgery, many people with 
medical problems are looking East to the traditional 
By Ray Larsen 
SCIENCE EDITOR 
Chinese method of acupuncture. 
For most Americans, the act of sticking 
pins into a_ human being conjures up un- 
visions of voodoo dollsand child- 
ood vaccinations. 
for al- However, Westerners 
ternatives o drugs and surgery are look- 
ing into the of inserting needles 
into specific points on the body to relieve 
pain and illness. 
The Chinese have used this process, 
called acupuncture, for thousands of 
to teeta wide amey of medicdl typelian- 
tions. 
Although Chinese immigrants 
have practiced traditional 
medicines in this country 
for more than 150 years, 
acupuncture did not 
become widely known 
in the United States 
until the early 1970s 
with the opening of 
Red China. 
The media carried 
startling reports of 
pre pinay being 
used as anesthesia in 
the operating room. 
Western scientists 
throughout the 1970s 
searched for a neurophysiologic 
explanation for the this procedure 
has on the human body. 
They found evidence that suggests acu- 
puncture stimulates the nervous system 
to release such naturally occurring pain- 
killers as enkephalins and endorphins. 
- This may explain why acupuncture 
worksasaanesthetic and relief for asthma, 
depression and schizophrenia. 
The Chinese, however, have a more 
expansive explanation for why sticking 
pins in people makes them feel good. 
Yin and Yang 
The traditional Chinese view of the 
universe is one of balance between two 
opposite and equal forces. 
e human body is viewed as a micro- 
cosm of the universe with its own oppos- 
ing forces. 
Chinese medical theory the human 
body hasenergies divided into two parts: 
Yine and Yang energy,” said Senqi 
Hu, an assistant professor of psychology 
at HSU. “As long as the two energies are 
balanced, then the person remains 
Es wae f u said it’s when one of ener; 
becomes dominantin the beaie de pe 
lems may occur. 
The goal of acupuncture is to restore 
yy energy balance. | 
“Chinese medicine mee cons scien- 
tific theory,” Hu said. theory is not 
based on bi as Western medi- 
cine is. It’s based on a holistic approach.” 
@ The Lumberjack will run a series of 
articles on alternative medicine when it 
returns from Thanksgiving break o  Dec. 1. 
  
  
   
 
 
Hu said Chinese medicine was devel- 
oped after more than ein of ob- 
y of various 
stim 
“The inside — the middle —isa 
‘black box,’” Hu said. “They don’t know 
what the chemical processes are, but by 
judging the output they know how effec- 
tive the input or treatment has been.” 
Hu said ina normal healthy body there 
are 14 meridians, or “energy highways,” 
~ carry these energies throughout the 
y. 
On each meridian there are 50 to 60 
points that directly correspond to 
some other point in the body, 
such asan organ or muscle 
group. 
This system has 
‘been likened to an 
inter-body tele- 
graph that links 
all the body’ssys- 
tems in an inter- 
dependent net- 
work. 
“In a healthy 
body these merid- 
ians are full of en- 
ergy,” Hu said. 
“These energiesare like 
‘liquid. They are flowing 
all the time throughout the 
body like blood circulation. 
“When people get sick, the energies’ 
travel becomes blocked ina typical area,” 
he said. “When some point on the merid- 
ian becomes blocked, the energy will stay 
there and abnormally. accumulate there 
— pain and symptoms follow.” 
ithout modern knowledge of neuro- 
anatomy and physiology, the ancient Chi- 
nese worked out the complex system of 
pin pointing” target areas to treat spe- 
cific disorders through trial and error. 
“For example, if someone has a heart 
attack, it means the energy concentrated 
on the heart meridian is not moving,” Hu 
said. “The stimulation helps 
the e move normally again.” 
Stimulation along this meridian, which 
extends to the forearms and the wrists, 
can relieve the energy block although the 
points are some distance from the 
Scientists believe that modern discov- 
eries inembryo development — the 
relationship een of the body 
that may seem entirely separate when 
fully formed. 
Man distinct areas of the body can be 
derived fromacommonembryonic point. 
Getting the point 
HSU natural resource planning major 
Dana Rifterom said she was referred toa 
acupuncturist by her boss, a local chiro- 
practor. . 
“I started in September for ack pain, 
cramps, headaches, fatigue and lack of 
," she said. “After the third treat- 
ment I had 80 percent improvement.” 
Rifterom said her acupuncturist com- 
bines the needling procedure with a pro- 
  
@ Pressure point 
— —— Meridian . 
 
Liver, spleen, 
gall bladder, 
stomach diseases 
Urogenital 
system, 
intestinal 
diseases 
  
    
lungs. - neue ings, 
Tonification 
  
where needles are 
on eve   SOURCE: “An Outline of Chinese Acupuncture” This chart shows the pressure points on the front of the torso to treat all ranging from heart to mental disorders. Pressure points exist of the body including, the limbs and the head. The Chinbse have practiced coumeacaie for 3,000 years. types of ailements   
gram of herbal treatments but she doesn’t 
credit them for making her feel better. 
“I don’t think it was the herbs,” she 
said. “I’m not good about taking them.” 
She said the treatment is usually not 
painful at all, but some points such as 
those on the feet and neck can be tender. 
The actual procedure of stimulating a 
tient’s acupuncture points requires a 
fe of finesse. ” 
“The points are deeper than just the 
surface,” said John Yamas, a doctor of 
Oriental medicine at the Acupuncture 
and Herbal Center in Arcata. 
“Different points are at different lev- 
els,” Yamas said. “Most of your sensa- 
tions are right on the surface. The skill 
that. you need to develop to be good at 
acupuncture is to put the needles in 
through the surface without bothering 
people — without much discomfort.” 
Yamas said people generally become 
nervous only when they feel something. 
At first a new patient may associate the 
needles with disagreeable sensations such 
as a shot. 
said once they go through the pro- 
cedure they learn to become comfortable 
with the sensations and often find them- 
Dirk Rabdau / The Lumberjack 
selves relaxing. 
“Usually it’s fairly gentle,” Yamas said. 
“Sometimes the patient may feel a dull 
feeling in the area. Sometimes they may 
feel a slow moving along the lines of the 
meridian. And sometimes they may feel 
sort of waves flowing.” 
Rifterom said that she can feel the 
needles channeling her energy during 
treatment. 
After three months of weekly visits, 
she now feels energized for days after the 
procedure. 
“For chronic problems it’s a steady, 
gradual improvement,” she said. 
One of the differences between Eastern 
and Western medicine is the time frame 
in which active results can be measured. 
Yamas said with a lot of traditional 
Chinese techniques, follow through is 
very important to achieving the desired 
s. 
“Sometimes le comeand are skep- 
tical,” Yamas . “Belief isn’t impor- 
tant; not as much as relaxing and letting 
things happen. 
“You may get dramatic results with 
See Needles, page 20  
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The science of suds 
Brewers transform grain into gold 
@ Although it doesn't take a rocket 
scientist, zymurgy, the art of 
fermentation, has many Arcatans flying. 
By Dioscoro R. Recio 
  
It may be one of the last words 
in the dictionary, but it is the 
first ae in successful home 
zygy, he th Wainy pate 
into (an alee and lagers, has wn e Voie 
its way into the vocabulary 
domestic scientists hein iitigs 
in the art of home brewing. 
“It’s not like rocket science 
stuff. It’s really simple,” said 
Tom Worley, a microbiologist at 
the Mad River B o. in 
Blue Lake. “Anyone can do it.” 
Worley, biology graduate, 
ue e rocess 
is relatively deur, bureeon fur- 
ther examination it can be 
_ cloudy. 
Larry Norden, natural 
resourse planning and inter 
tation senior who hasbeen home 
brewing for two years, said the 
most important aspect of the 
zymurgy process is to have sani- 
tary equipment and a thirst for 
the scientific art. 
Norden has always brewed 
with grains, a style the three lo- 
cal breweries employ. 
Another way to brew is with 
extracts, which are grains in a 
condensed form. 
“The difference is like making 
Kool-Aid instead of real beer,” 
Norden said. 
The basic tools of the trade are 
a mash tub, a five-gallon stain- 
less steel pot, a plastic bucket 
with air tight cell, a five gallon 
glass carboy, a hydrometer, a 
siphon hose, a bottle capper, 
bottle caps and 40 bottles. 
Barbara Groom, the master 
brewer at the Lost Coast Brew- 
ery in Eureka, regards home 
brewing as both a science and an 
art. 
“The process of making the 
beer is a science. But when de- 
termining the flavor of the beer, 
it is an art,” said Groom, who 
has seven years of home brew- 
ing experience under her belt. 
Worley said that there are hun- 
dreds of ways to make beer, but 
the process is relatively thesame. 
He said beside the equipment, 
the basic ingredients are water, 
How are the reactions to a 
beautiful Sunrise and Industrial 
Technology similar? 
if you know they are happening, 
De ASML MER OR ccm ith  
  
Industrial Technology is happening! 
IT has emerged 
. from three years of strenuous review 
ae program at HSU 
with a superior curriculum — 
and a resolve 
| to arouse your awareness 
of career magnet and potential. 
\ "RISE TO SEE IT! 
 
IT may be the dawn of a new direction 
For more information contact Denis Potter, chairman, Industrial Technology 
206B Jenkins Hall or (707) 826-3750 
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barley, hops and yeast. 
ol in a mash 
Saar ant as is the process where 
water ains are mixed to- 
and h eated to approxi- 
mately 150 degrees. 
“Mashing | is like making cof- 
fee, where you are changi ging 
starches in the grain into sugar, 
Groom said. 
Using a be bag that acts as 
a strainer, the 
from the fiquid, w which contains 
theextracted sugar and proteins. 
Steve Parks, the master brewer 
at the Humboldt Brewery, rec- 
ommended starting out with 
malt extract rather than malted 
grains for the beginning brewer. 
The boiling point 
Hops, which gives the beer its 
flavor, are added to the sugar 
water during the boiling pro- 
cess. 
At this time, the coagulation 
of proteins occur, which drives 
off flavor in the steam. 
“This is what gives breweries 
their distinct smell,” Groom said. 
“The boiling keeps in the flavors 
you want and steams out the 
ones you don’t want.” 
Parks said when hops are 
See Beer, page 19 
oe SS tt 
865 9th St 
Oo one unde! 
in isseparated | 
~ MICROBREW NIGHT! 
Thursday Night Special 
9pm - Midnight 
Jamaica Red, Steelhead, Humboldt Brewery - 
Red Nectar Ale, Wheathook 
$1.00 Glass / $5.00 Pitcher 
PLUS ... Absolute Lemon Drops $2.00 
Saturday Late Night Happy Hour! 
9-Midnight 
Well Drinks $1.75 
25¢ off bottled beers 
Draft Beer Specials! 
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Larry Norden, special major senior, has been home-brewing for 
two years. He prefers using grain mash rather than xtracts. 
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Beer: the social science 
© Continued from page 18 
added in the of the 
eee, Wi dae ae dae 
ness. they are added in 
the middle it adds more flavor, 
and when they are added near 
the end it gives it more aroma. 
“There are many different 
kinds of hops in use,” said Parks, 
who has been in En- 
gland and the United for 
12 years. “The brewers decide 
what kind of taste they'd like 
their beers to have.” 
In order to cool the 
ment, a copper tubin a 
wort chiller is used. sterile 
wort chiller acts to reduce the 
temperature of the wort. 
Amateur brewers use other 
techniques like letting the ex- 
periment sit overnight or cool 
the vat in cold water. 
Ales and lagers 
Parks said there are many 
styles of beers that one can make. 
He said the biggest distinction is 
between an ale and a lager. 
He said ales use a variety of 
hops, yeast and malts, which are 
cooled at a higher temperature, 
usually around 68 to 75 degrees. 
“Ales usually have more of a 
pens Or caused by esters at 
the higher fermentation tem- 
perature,” he said. 
He said ale sediment always 
settles at the top. 
Lager beers are characterized 
by less flavor than an ale. 
Essentially lagers are made the 
same way, except lagers use a 
more varied sample of yeast, 
malts and hop: 
Parks said cool down at 
Snr eearaty a t m an 
ale. He said the Seinen 
on also takes a few weeks 
onger. 
The wort chiller 
From process the 
ep ng = cooled down 
wi Ip of copper 
when it is placed into the See 
the aterm 
tip hoene beavebee: then insti- 
tuted, which means add- 
OR eceemdaeens 
ng thisstage the eats 
away at the cae excretes 
ol and dioxide. 
Fermentation 
After the beer has reached a 
constant temperature, it is then 
ready to enter the primary fer- 
mentation process, which is sim- 
ply the continuation of yeast 
doing its thing. 
At this point the wort is trans- 
ferred from the vat into the plas- 
tic bucket where it will foam for 
the next two to five days. 
Next, it is time to siphon the 
ingredients from the primary fer- 
menter to the secondary fer- 
menter, thus continuing the fer- 
mentation process. 
started as I meth. . It is impor-
ait aot © wate & tha tae 
of the containers or the sediment 
that has formed will spread 
throughout the batch, thus caus- 
ing a sour taste and cloudiness. . 
As the the beer is siphoned . ! 
atacrunidaed dueag eet ccum) d 
mary fermentation is sarned 
and discarded. 
The finished product’ 
Once the batch has sat in the 
secondary fermenter for two 
weeks it is then ready to be si- 
phoned i to bottles. 
Norden said the bottles can be 
previously used bottles, how- 
ever they must be sanitized. 
this stage 
unannee 
to drink, Groom said. She 
warned the beer needs to sit for 
at least a week or it will taste flat. 
A on batch will fill 40 
12-ounce les. Once the wort 
is ready to be bottled, Groom 
said itis important toadd atouch 
of sugar to the beer, so it adds 
carbonation. 
After the bottles have sat for at 
least a week they are ready. 
“As long a you can grasp the 
basic principles of biology, mi- 
crobiology, biochemistry and 
chemical engineering, you can 
make home brew,” Parks said. 
“Or you can read about it in a 
manual.” 
If You Think Quitting 
Smoking For A Day Doesnt 
Make A Difference Your 
Body Disagrees. 
  = 
eo 
‘The accumulation of cancer causing tar stops. ~ 
  - 
The Great American Smokeout 
—Thursday, November 18th—— 
Because a day does make a difference. 
THERE'S HOTHING 
SWORD 
1-800-ACS-2345  (ae 
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Frozen WY 
(With Coupon) ; 
Redwood Yogurt 
1573 G Street ¢- 826-7677 
Northtown Arcata 
( over the footbridge ) 
Good Thru 12-1-93 One Coupon Per Customer Please 
      
   
eBaskets 
eEssential olls & Perfumes 
eGift ideas 
~ 1068 | Street, Arcata e 822-5296 
(between 10th &1 1th) 
Monday-Saturday 10-6 e Sunday 11-5 
  
You want to make sue your project looks is best when you 
tum it in. And since you'll probably be working on it until 
the minute it’ s due, it’s a good thing we never tum in. 
HAPPY HOUR DISCOUNT 
4¢ copies on self-serve copiers 
(7pm to Midnight - Sunday through Thursday ) 
EVERYDAY DISCOUNT 
10% Student Discount with student I.D. 
( Not valid with other offers, postage, shipping & CourseWorks packets ) 
  
Open Early, Open Late, Open 7 Days 
1618 G St., ARCATA 822-8712      
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In 1988, Kenneth Farnsworth saw a 
was granted a U.S. Patent for a new 
type of , a design that he de- 
rived directly that soup box. 
“It actually started with my mom,” 
said Farnsworth, a 24-year-old - 
graduate student. “She had a 
skin graft and took a Lipton soup box, 
ciiieie tit Piaren 
in in the design of that box. 
“Istarted doing , Wrote up 
a disclosure and got in touch with a 
friend of the family who helped me 
with the patent,” he said. 
After talking with dermatologists, 
ee een ratead 
cations to his drawings, Farnsworth 
submitted his patent request and was 
granted the patent in 1990. 
“It’s been on hold for a while,” 
ee said. “I’ve Sceireal to 
a t with a manu- 
‘puch jobabonand Johnson. 
After that, the manufacturer would 
probably give me something like 3 
percent to 5 percent of the gross. 
“If I do get an agreement with a 
manufacturer, th y will probably want 
to do some trial studies on the ban- 
dage, so it will probably be another 
three to five years before it’s on the 
market.” 
The open-air bandage can be used in 
a variety of oe such as skin 
grafts, graft donor sites, burns, abra- 
sions and as a cover for intravenous   
pon pepe it he bi ae | 
Grad student wraps up patent 
  
  
SANORA SCOGNAMIGLIO / THE LUMBERJACK 
Kenneth Farnsworth holds a patent for a new concept in bandages. 
connections. 
It can also be used as a holder for a 
salve, ointment or other medication ap- 
plied topically to the skin. 
The bandage has a one-eighth to one- 
half an inch thick ring of pliant, easily 
bendable, material designed to surround 
a wound. The thickness of the pliant ma- 
terial depends upon the size of the skin 
area to be covered. 
This ring of material has an adhesive 
substance on its lower side for affixing 
the bandage to the skin. 
It also has absorbent material, such as 
cotton fibers, extending around the inner 
periphery of the pliant material to collect 
exudate, or excess fluids, which drain 
from the wound. 
The bandage also has an air: 
able t affixed to the side 
of the ring of pliant ma that is 
adapted to cover the area within the 
ring without touching the wound. This 
is topped off by an outer protective 
layer that has numerous openings 
through which air can 
“This bandage is different from other 
bandages in that it never touches the 
wound,” Farnsworth said. “It touches 
the skin in the area around the wound 
and lets air into the bandage to help 
heal the wound. This is especially help- 
ful when you want the wound to scab 
over quickly.”   
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‘Two For One 
Cappuccino 
Humboldt Bay 
Coffee Company 
Offer Expires 11/30/93 
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Needles 
© Continued from page 17 
one time,” he said. “But things often take 
more than one time to really make a 
Headded that by the time someone has 
made the decision to try Chinese medi- 
cine they are already determined to see it 
and understand that it’s not a 
¢ fix.” . 
East and West 
“Western medicine has an adv: 
sometimes because doctors can y 
determine if the treatment is correct,” Hu 
said. “Doctors can quickly solve prob- 
lems which is helpful in emergency situ- 
ations.” 
“Any Western is ag 
or di is going to have side ef- 
“yg Hu said. “Traditional Chinese 
medicines can often reach the same ef- 
fects without the side effects. The 
will benefit by cing these alterna- 
tive methods even while seeing conser- 
vative Western doctors.” 
Yamas said acu can be used to 
relieve some of the side effects of harsh 
treatments like chemotherapy. 
“Sometimes the cure is so strong, you 
can’t survive the cure,” he said. 
Yamas said that Western doctors often 
don’t take advantage of Chinese meth- 
ods, such as , because they 
just aren’t properly exposed to them. 
Harvard medical school is developing 
a month-long study of Chinese 
medicine that may Sain to remedy the 
situation, he said. 
The National Institute of Health has 
launched a $26 million research 
to look into the benefits of alternative 
treatments. 
Mad River Brewing Company presents 
Our Harvest Time 
BARLEYWINE STYLE ALE 
Then with a plow they ploughed him up, And thus they did devise, 
To bury him with the earth, And swore he would not rise. 
The Legend continues... 
New Recipe, New Label! 
¢ Available in 12 oz. bottles at your favorite store! 
e Also on draft at selected locations * Party kegs available at the brewery 
Call 668-4151 
A PRODUCT OF HUMBOLDT COUNTY 
 
  
 
   
All the way from Taiwan, the 
Chinese Magic Revue will 
bring an art form shaped by 
centuries of tradition, training 
and diecipiine. Most of the acts 
in the show have been a part 
of Chinese culture for more 
than 2,000 years. 
Whether it’s watching a man 
on aunicycle atch limes ona 
knife he holds in his mouth, 
right, or an array of costumed 
women, the show will be a 
unbelievable performance 
  
PHOTO COURTESY OF CENTERARTS 
CONTORT 
By Brenda Bishop 
TOMBERIACK STAFF 
East meets West this week when a 2,000-year-old tradition tumbles 
its way to the Van Duzer Theatre. 
The acrobatic antics of the Chinese Magic Revue of Taiwan were 
received with such pope two years ago, HSU audiences 
ested a second 
y Frushpan, CenterArts Sei events coordinator, said the 
“always exciting, always po pular” acrobats appeal to a wide range 
of audiences, including families and children. 
Acrobatic drawings have been found by archeologist in caves of 
China dating as far back as the Han . The Hai’s family 
precision performances are only a third generation old, but carry 
much of the knowledge and of their ancestors. 
“It’s a way of life,” said Don Hughes, the troupe’sdistributor, in 
a phone interview from Los An- 
geles. “Many of the acts used 
today havea basic structure that 
can be copied, but what the Hai 
family does is make them even 
better. 
“There are no trade secrets,” 
he said. “The whole secret is 
dedication.” 
Hughes said there are three 
prestigious schools in Taiwan: 
dance, opera and acrobats. If a 
child shows a flair for acrobats, 
learning can start as early as 6. 
“The child learnsacrobats side-by-side with their ABC’s,” Hughes 
billion in population, it’s an honor to be an 
@ui the same type of respect as a doctor in this 
said. 
  
[Rgira |   
What: Chinese Magic Revue 
Where: Van Duzer Theatre 
When: Saturday at 2 p.m. and 
7 p.m. 
Tickets: $12 general, $8 
students at the Works, New 
Outdoas Store and Univerdty 
Ticket Office     
much respect was 
Hai, on a recent visit. 
ed the theater where Hai’s father 
had performed just so he simply walk on the same stage his 
There are no language barriers as the troupe provides something 
for everyone in the c Revue’s brea mixture of acro- 
batics, magic, comedy, and brick-breaking, sword-swallow- 
   And if that isn’t 
Another of the show’s more 
of the rmers 
feats occurs when a young 
kung fu artist, after earlier having four bricks crushed on his hea 
with a sledgehammer, bendas. Delo. 
The sense of danger is t 
dancers whose cartwheels ag 
anne. Nevertheless, the ¢ 
    
ot long metal rod into his neck. 
mtn proper 
oe S can’t help but dd a few hair- 
contortions to their acts as well. 
Stan on her hands on a small elevated platform, a dancer 
literally folds in half as her feet dangle by her ears. With a cigerette 
in one foot, she uses her other foot to tip her hat. 
If you're still in need of being im 
seven-foot.mock lions and the tradi- 
monstrate the show’s 
silk costumes, the d. 
tional parade dragon will 
, the hand-embroidered 
“It’s not an in evening out,” Hughes said. “Except that 
you go home wondering how did they ever do that?”  
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Gangster again ee 
Pacino spices up old stereotype in ‘Carlito’s Way’ 
By Jackson Garland 
  
“You think you're big time? 
You’re gonna die big time!” 
screams Al Pacino in the trailor 
for his newest film, “Carlito’s 
Way.” 
Pacino has definitely hit the 
bi tea 
‘high on his Oscar win 
suite year for his critically 
acclaimed performance as the 
blind but eccentric Frank Slade 
in “Scent of a Woman,” he has 
reverted back to a failsafe role 
that has provided him with so 
much success in the past: the 
gangster. 
And a member of Pacino’s fa- 
‘ vored circle of directors is the 
one who provided him with the 
opportunity this time around: 
Brian De Palma. 
Based on two novels by New 
York State Supreme Justice 
Edwin Torres, “Carlito’s Way” 
and “After Hours,” the film be- 
gins as Carlito Brigante is re- 
leased from jail after a five-year 
stint, determined to go straight. 
Carlito returns to the street, 
where he was a hero and is now 
a legend. 
But things have changed. The 
heavy hitters of the old days are 
gone — whacked out, wasted, 
burned or buried.Carlito’s wish 
TAMA o\\NWO1| Hhe\\\WWON\ 
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Every Friday we feature a Special Premiere Draft Ale 
or Beer. Order the pint beer of the night for $3.50 
and keep the monogrammed pint glass! A\l refills 
are $2.50 per pint. Come with friends, order a pitcher 
for only $10, and keep 2 monogrammed pint glasses 
...fefills are just $5 a pitcher. 
EEEOO ESS 
When you order the special draft, enjoy our 
Happy Hour Appetizer Special 
“Wings, Rings & Fries” (reg. $3) for only $1.50! 
to go straight becomes much 
more difficult than he anticipate. 
Only a le of days after 
rel he finds himself 
in the middle of a shootout over 
a cocaine transaction. 
He even longs for the days 
when marijuana was the drug of 
choice. 
To furthercomplicate matters, 
his lawyer, David Kleinfeld, 
played with cocky smugness by 
Sean Penn, has become a 
cokehead himself, getting mixed 
up in complications with both 
criminals and the district attor- 
ney. 
Carlito is faced with the ulti- 
mate task of severing the ties 
from his past, rescuing his girl- 
friend Gail, played by beautiful 
Penelope Ann Miller, from her 
job as a topless dancer and re- 
treating with her to a haven 
called Paradise Island in the Ba- 
hamas. 
“Carlito’s Way” contains the 
double crossings of “The God- 
father” films, the cocaine of 
“Scarface” and theexplosive dia- 
logue of Pacino’s entire 
repretoire. 
Carlito Brigante is seemingly 
a continuation of the Tony Mon- 
tana character from “Scarface” 
(that is, if you remove the scar 
and resurrect him from the 
dead). But in a way, Carlito is 
awe 
ace Ss 
aT 
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jae 
Reel 
a: Review 
Flam: “Carlito's Way” 
Director: Brian De Paima 
Where: The Movies 
Tickets: $6     
also the antithesis of Tony Mon- 
tana. The latter used force to 
climb to the top of the cocaine 
business. Carlito, however, is a 
man of principle who has been 
given a second chance at life. 
De Palma’s visual style is, at 
times, tedious. 
Scenes filmed in the nightclub 
that Carlito owns look almost 
like outtakes from “Scarface.” 
But De Palma makes up for 
these disappointments by pro- 
viding a spectacular chase scene 
in the New York subway at the 
film’s climax. 
Pacino gives a performance 
that proves he is still one of the 
greatest actors of our time. 
His charisma on screen domi- 
nates every scene he’s in. 
One can only imagine the stage 
presence he posessed when por- 
traying Richard Ill off-broadway 
in New York. 
Don’t be surprised if he is 
nominated for another Academy 
Award this time around. 
  
  
  
 Pe iss Hi) Si iy 
Academy Award winner Al Pacino, above, takes on the role of 
Carlito Brigante, an underworld legend trying to escape his 
past. 
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DOORS OPEN 8:30pm/SHOW AT 9:30pm 
$10 ADVANCE/$12 AT THE DOOR - 18 & OVER 
    
 
  
  
Films explore gay lifestyle 
CRORE ———— oct 
theif story of   a 
feminist reverend. 
But if Aden Guy go to the Second 
and Lesbian Film 
Festival this weekend you can 
catch it. 
Ann Alter, assistant theater 
arts , made a docu- 
mentary about just such a 
woman that will run the first 
t of the festival. 
lo Need To Repent” is a 
documentary about Rev. Jan 
, an active feminist, 
an out and an ordained 
minister in the United Church of 
Christ. 
The film follows Gri 
life, “from traditional, w te, 
middle class ng—in- 
volved pes tate caova 
growth and journey to m- 
ing a radical lesbian feminist,” 
Alter said. 
“Itis about how she continued 
to keep the church as part of her 
life, but re-interpreting it, com- 
bining her spirituality with her 
feminism, her Some and her 
— 
0 Need To Repent” took 
five years to film and was com- 
pleted in 1989. Itbegan as a three- 
minute film assignment for a 
class Alter was taking at Ohio 
University, where she was pur- 
suing an MFA. The project then 
moved intoa 10-minute personal 
jesbian 
project as Alter learned more 
cathaue Scccuanary in [ jute 
ing shown at the film festival 
this weekend. 
Alter hasbeen involved in film 
for nine She re- 
ceived a bachel. from 
University of Oregonis telecom. 
munications and film. 
phan ogee ap hae 
going to Oregon. 
awhaie cee nance, film was 
the farthest thing from her mind. 
“I was an art student here,” 
she said. “I took no film classes. 
I didn’t know they had a film 
program. I didn’t even know 
a had a film festival,” she 
"iuiias film af- 
ter freelancing took a turn for 
the worse. Al Alter en- 
joyed the adventure and chal- 
lenges involved, she was doing 
more video work. 
ae accepted mediocrity,” 
she “I found it less interest- 
ps nc gt an and 
less . [burned out.” 
Combined with a need for 
money, Alter was drawn into 
teaching, where she could find 
the “intellectual stimulation” 
that was lacking in her life. 
She has been teaching film 
classes here at HSU for twoyears. 
Alter, 31, is one of a few “out” 
faculty members here at HSU. 
She is bisexual, but her primary 
relationship is with a woman. 
She feels it is important for 
= ll 
Flam: Gay and Lesbian Rim 
Festival 
When: Friday and Saturday at 
6:30 p.m. 
Where: Founders Hall 118 
Tickets: $4 general, $3 students 
 
    
students to have women film 
makers as role models. 
Alter sees her film as a way for 
students to see what i  is like to 
be gay in.an area far different 
from that of HSU or urban cities. 
“First of all, a lot of students in 
this school are from urban cen- 
ters,” she said. “When you g° 
into the Midwest, when you go 
see ian: oe 
be gay. It’s not hip to 
There are not ga amy. liane, 
there are, but t 
But you go to San Francisco, to 
LA, you can find a gay rabbi — 
there’s all these different thi 
When you get into Middle 
America, it’s a real different 
The festival contains six fea- 
ture-length films. Alter feels the 
festival is an important event 
because it gives people an op- 
portunity to see films otherwise 
not available. 
“To actually see a film instead 
ofa video is great,” she said. “It’s 
like looking at the original in- 
stead of the Xerox.”   
  
Name: Katherine McDowell 
Major: Art 
Discipline: Photography, 
Lithography, Drawing, Painting 
Year: Senior 
Age: 21 
Hometown: New Paitz, NY. 
Show: Photograph display in 
Karshner Lounge through Dec. 2 _ 
  
e Subjects: “People — their faces and the emotional 
content of them. ° 
e What inspires her: “It’s not something | question. 
When | take a good photograph It’s usually when I’m 
sitting with a friend and | just pick up the camera and 
take It.” 
e What she likes about art: “There’s a lot of freedom 
... there’s sort of an automatic acceptance. Some 
people don’t like what you end up with but there’s so 
much freedom to do It.” : 
eFavorite artist: “Sally Mann, a photographer who 
lived in Virginia and took photographs of young 
children. There’s a lot of magic in how her lighting hits 
people.” 
eWhere she'd like to live: “Canada or England — 
somewhere nort ern and cold.’ 
Plans for the future: “!’d like to go into teaching and 
maybe illustrate children’s books.” 
— Reported by David Link 
ee
TOFU BURGER 
(A La Carte) 
1.99, 
    
Coupon Good Sunday-Thursday 
Expires 12/1/93 
SECC SCRE 
Featured Brewery of the Month: "Anderson Valley Desens” ( Deep Ender Porter, Bont Amber) 
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THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
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All You Can Eat Wings $5.95 
 
a ARTS “hole 
Happy Hour 
ur retrige erator! 
LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR 9 - 11 s+00Pichers 
_ BLACK IRISH 
_GRAFFITT _NO COVER! _ 
NO COVER! 
Wear a Humboidt Brewery 
_J.UV T-shirt and Get a Pint for $1.00 v 0
5-7 PTE OLSES 
ITER BORBE 9 p.m. 
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Saturdays 4-9pm 
PTR CT 
Pitchers of Margaritas..............ssssrscssse+se00 $9.75
Pitchers of Sangria Wine w/ Fresh Fruit..$8.00 
Pitchers Of Mal Tal’S........c.ssscsssssssesseseees10,75 
Pitchers of Pina Colada............s00000++2..$10.50 
w Order any of the above Pitchers and you'll 
receive Fiesta Appetizers! 
Vn eee ee) 
NHL 
  
  
“The Big Guys” 22o0z’ers 
Anderson Valley Boont Amber Ale 
Anderson Valley Poleeka Pale Ale 
Mendocino Red Seal Ale 
Downtown Brown Ale 
«@ With your purchase of any of the above Big Guys, 
enjoy our All You Can Eat “HOT DOG BAR” for 99¢* 
ss 
eee sd 
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Alternative film fest 
Series reels away from norm 
By Jackson Garland 
 
Sick of having nightmares be- 
fore Christmas or tired of who’s 
talking now? 
Then check out the Alterna- 
tive Film Review. 
A new club at HSU, the Alter- 
native Film Review, is sponsor- 
ing an tal Film Series 
at 10 p.m. tomorrow in the Stu- 
dio 
The willcontain nine 
short films made by indepen- 
dent filmmakers which date 
from 1969 tothe present. 
“We scheduled it for later at 
night because we thought the 
midnight crowd would be into 
it,” said Lars Larsen, a theater 
arts senior with an emphasis in 
film who founded the club. 
“The screening was originally 
scheduled for midnight but we 
thought that was too late,” 
Larsen said. 
The films which make up the 
program cost the club $262 to 
rent, and was funded through 
the San Francisco filmmakers 
distribution company. 
N
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SUN DEC 5 8PM 
JEFF 
DEMARK 
In “Writing My Way Out 
of Adolescence” 
A wild, autobiographical 
performance piece from 
storyteller/ performer 
Jeff DeMark. 
$5 General 
$3 Students & Seniors 
’ Kate Buchanan Room 
“We went through the list of 
films that (the company) had and 
selected the ones that looked and 
sounded interesting,” Larsen 
said. 
Many of the short films have 
won critical acclaim from across 
the nation. 
“Necrology,” a 12-minute film 
by Standish Lawder, has been 
called “one of the strongest and 
i comments uw the 
contemporary soci t cin- 
ema has produced” by the Vil- 
lage Voice. 
In one continuous shot, 
Lawder films the faces of a 5 
p-m. crowd descending the es- 
calators of a large corporate 
building. 
Filmed in black and white, 
these faces stare intoempty space 
with “mechanical wepercind: 
ity.” , 
Les Blank’s “Chicken Real” is 
a surreal, industrial short made 
for the world’s second largest 
poultry producer. 
Itinc ates satire in its pro- 
motion of the assembly-line ap- 
= to mass manufacturing 
ood. 
SAT NOV 20. 2PM & 7PM ~ 
CHINESE MAGIC REVUE 
= ¢ Ct iin 
Reel 
be Review 
Fim:.Alternative Fim Review 
Where: Student Theater 
When: Tomorrow at 10 p.m. 
Tickets: $2.50 
  
    
The soundtrack consists of a 
North Carolina band playing all 
the songs the could come 
up with about chickens.. 
Another film, Peter Rose’s 
“Analogies: Study in the Move- 
ments of Time,” consists of a 
series of simple camera move- 
ments which show several dif- 
ferent aspects of the action si- 
multaneously. 
Theclub hopes to continue the 
alternative screenings about 
once a month if this one is suc- 
cessful. 
“We want to see what people 
are into watching,” Larsen said. 
Healsocalled the eventa step- 
ing stone for_the Humboldt 
ilm Festival, which will take 
place next semester. 
The original Chinese Acrobats of Taiwan create a 
breath-taking spectacle that will leave you 
on the edge of your seat. 
$12 General / $8 Students, Seniors & Children 
Van Duzer Theatre . 
  
y DEC 
Sponsored by the Northcoast Inn 
CHICK COREA 
ELEKTRIC BAND II 
Anew edition 
of the most 
powerful, 
contemporary jazz band ever! 
cal 820-3928 $17 General / $13 HSU Students Van Duzer Theatre 
Come on ... we know you want to ... everybody's doing it ... it makes you feel so good ... 
SUBSCRIBE TO THE LUMBERJACK! 
 
 
  
 
  
  
   
        l@ Men's team begins pre- 
  
6,225) for the center job. Mather is lik ly to get 
the nod because he knows Coach Wood’s system. 
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Columbia JC last season and his rebounding 
aid defers diidiocegstee bin avaljnigiotcle pare 
   
      
seasonin in earnest at the Red “Scott has the edge right now simply because he’s Last season Chris Guptill (Sr.6-3,195) played the ‘ familiar with of play,” Wood said. has forward mention. A to Lion tip-off toummament. siscwra ts acme stfu alblaic tats and he eaFade Evans wilbinghim more gpporaie maura doors. 
a lot of playing time.” Se ye newcomers Chris 
By Ryan Dunne Stewart averaged 19 points and 8 rebounds Borcich (Jr.,6-2,178) and Vince Zinselmeir (Fr.,6-2,185) 
TOMBERIACK STAFF game last season at Consumnes River JC and he led all who are both dangerous from 
scorers with ila acc three-point ra: ‘ 
eon tea mires St temey Saitek Oe, A lk repatag season is close a : comes - CoachW Z : jack basketball and the Red Lion Inn Tip-Off Tourna- player in Ente Aitken Qe. 195). See Ma-off, page 26 
men 
The ‘Jacks tied for fifth place in the NCAC last season 
with a 5-9 record last season while compiling a 12-14 
overall eal 
At one time the Lumberjacks we e 9-5 in luding a 2- 
O start in the NCAC, but only managed three 
victories in their last 12 - 
Last year’s squad was a formidable challenge for 
every gy with ten games being decided by three 
ints or 
“a difficult non-conference schedule includes games 
Division I University of Oregon and Boise State. 
ying quality programs will toughen up the ‘Jacks for 
conference play. 
Coach Tom Wood has added some much needed 
depth to support forward Rich Murphy (Sr.,6-7,165) 
and senior point Scott Betts. 
Murphy led the team in scoring last season with an 
average of 18.5 points per game and was named to the 
All-NCAC first team. 
Notably missing i  the paint this year will be Rodney 
Dickerson. Dickerson led the ‘Jacks in rebounding and 
blocked shots last season while earning All-NCAC hon- 
orable mention honors. 
Junior college recruits Rope Perry (Jr.,6-6,210) and 
Kevin Stewart (Jr.,6-6,200) will to help out on the 
frontline. Both big men are qui and versatile, and 
their experience should make for instant contributions. 
Perry ae from Southwestern - and his great 
eaping abili him many reboun re ay sag 
He wil be challenging alines Scott Mather (Sr.,6- 
Aitken was the sixth man on state cham- 
Jeffers gets a kick 
out of final season 
@ Football player 
forced to kick 
rather than catch. 
By Susan Deuel 
boldt wide receiver Freeman 
Baysinger (now playing in the 
dian 1 league). 
“My first year of eligibility, I 
didn’t really see the field at 
all,” Jeffers said. “All m 
friends that I red-shirted wi 
the first year traveled and basi- 
cally I didn’t. So I put all my 
energy into punting and to start 
in my sophomore year.” 
said he still remem- 
bers his first punt for HSU ina 
  
It’s funny how life has a 
way of changing your goals 
for you. 
When HSU’s starting 
Dorne Jeffers for the 
few years was recruited 
for the football team in 1989, 
“I was really nervous; I got 
a. - - out there like two hours before 
Jeffers,aseniorjournalism the game 
major, y joined the. p 
team to play the position of 
wide receiver, but things 
didn’t work out that way. 
“My first year up here, the 
coach wanted me to start as 
a punter as a freshman,” 
jeffers said. “But oe 
ting 
team didn’t make a first down 
in the first series, he’d be called 
on to punt. That was exactly 
what ' 
“I was so nervous that as I 
was out to the field to 
call the huddle, I couldn’t feel 
my feet hitting the ground,” 
See Jeffers, page 27 
focus was receiver, 
was just something to pass 
the time away.” 
However, Jeffers joined the 
team during the era of Hum-     
The men's basketball team will sharpen up at the RedLion Tip-off tournament this weekend. 
     
    
DIRK RABDAU/THE LUMBERJACK 
Bouncing through history 
By Kevin Murphy 
u 
“Prospects for a successful 
basketball team at Humboldt 
State Teachers College are the 
best they have everbeen,” stated 
a 1932 Eureka Standard article. 
The team went on to lose to 
Eureka High 21-39 the next day. 
Basketball has always been 
part of HSU. When Humboldt 
State Teachers College was 
founded in 1914, a group of stu- 
dents started a women’s team 
that played other community 
uutin cone 
5 t went on to run on 
the first women’s olympic team 
in 1930. f 
In 1923 a men’s team was 
formed. Their first season fin- 
ished with a 3-2 record ee 
teams like Arcata High 
at Se rapa r ray. an- 
other collegiate team ended 
with a 10-44 loss to San Jose 
State Teachers College in 1926. 
The players had to miss three 
days of classes in order to make 
the five-day, four day tripspent 
just getting to Sa  Jose. 
“The College Five” as they 
were called, won their first in- 
tercollegiate game in 1929 
against Southern on Col- 
lege. After that the team slowly 
earned respectability until they 
were admitted into the Far 
Western conference in 1940. 
That same year, the men’s 
meet convinced ont stedont 
y to purchase a 
station wagon to take them to 
an exhibition game in Mexico 
City. They planned for a two- 
week trip, back to 
Arcataat the start of finals week. 
Theteam tly stopped 
to play teams along the way. 
When they arrived in Mexico 
they played two inasold 
out auditorium filled with 
armed and angry soldiers. 
After the games, Mexican 
authorities delayed the team 
a hs stay and 
eenememeae 
line but the station wagon blew 
a tire. 
A team member to 
wollicacertin eunen aidan 
help. When he returned to the 
car with a gas station attendant 
and a new tire, the attendant 
stole their jack and lug wrench 
and drove off. 
After managing to get back to 
California Gates os stuck in 
a snow storm on Donner’s Pass 
for a week.. 
They finally made it back a 
week after finals were over. 
Ayear later the team, coached 
by Harry Griffith, won the Far 
Westconference champi i 
The remainder of the 3 
and the early 1950's were tough. 
The team would lose as many as 
16 in a row with few wins in 
between. 
Forbes took over the 
team for the1952-53 season and 
coached the team to its first win- 
season since 1941-42. 
team wallowed in medi- 
ocrity under Dick Niclai in the 
1960’s and 1970’s until Jim 
Cosentino took over forthe 1976- 
a d pla ike Cosentino an yers l
Steve Alexander and Darryl 
Westmoreland started a ew era 
of winning basketball at HSU. 
In 1981 the Lumberjacks of 
Humboldt State College joined 
the North Coast Athletic Con- 
ference. Since then the team has 
maintained a 166 win, 172 loss 
record all under coach Tom  
  
   
    
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE 1993 
SUPERTEAMS 
CHAMPION!! - WHO 
KNOWS 
Overall standings: 
1. Who Knows 
  
   
 
   
37pts. 
2. Hitless Wonders 36 
3. Suds 35 
    
   
4. Foul Play 27 
5. Clueless. a 
6. Schtumpy 24 
7. Twisted Sister 
A special thank you to all the rs of the Super 
Teams Tournament. Eureka Baking Co., Eureka 
Golf Course, Tom’s Sourdoagh Pizza, Westwood 
Market, United Grocers, Redwood Yogurt, Larry’s 
Market, Greenview Market, Bubbles, Westwood 
Video, Bold Images, American Deli, Willow, 
Tiffany’s, Humboldt Surf Co., Humboldt Coffee 
Co., Safeway, Kinkos, Ramone’s Bakery, Life 
se HSU Bookstore, HealthSport, Eureka Shirt 
= mre Sport & — ee Centers, 
» Michaelangelo’s , ng Dragon 
Designs, Lost Coast Brewery, Murphy’s Pizza & 
Round Table Pizza. 
    
    
     
    
   
DROP-IN 
AS RECREATION 
Volleyball - Tue. 9-10pm 
Sun. 1:30-4:30pm 
Basketball - Sun. 10:30-1:15p.m. 
Badminton - Sun. 1-3p.m. 
Racquetball - Wed-Fri 6-10p.m. 
Water Aerobics - Students are FREE!!! 
Non-Students - $1.00. Located at the HSU 
Pool in the Forbes Complex. Hours: Fri. 
7-8pm; Sat. 1lam-Noon; Sun 6-7pm 
1993 Turkey Trot: Sunday Nov. 21. 
Approx. 2 miles. Registration is on 
Sunday at 10:30am. Race will start at 
llam. Men’s, Women’s Open; 35 & over: 
Children 17 & under. Closest estimated 
time wins a FREE Thanksgiving turkey. 
No watches please. 
Softball Supercoed & Coed Tournaments 
wil be held Nov. 29-Dec. 1. 
  
    
 
     
 
   
  
  
    
The Lumberjack 
By Jonathan Chown 
 
Raul De La Floris setting his 
sights on higher goalsafter fin- 
ishing his college career with a 
bang Saturday. 
De La Flor broke the 
confernce record for field 
made in a season by kicking 
three field goals, including his 
20th, in the last game of the 
season at Chico. 
De La Flor missed just six 
attempts all season. of 
those were blocked 
The old record of 19 was set 
by Dennis Hochman of 
Sonoma State in 1986. When 
De La Flor hit 19 during the 
ame against Chico his desire 
or the record grew. 
“Iwas really pumped 
up, Now that I was so close I 
wanted it bad. I just felt like 
telling the coach ‘Put me in 
anywhere on the field, sut let 
me give it a try,” De La Flor 
said. 
De La Flor said that while he 
had hoped for asuccessful sea- 
son, breaking the conference 
record and leading the nation 
in field goals were not goals he 
had set for himself. 
“It just happened,” he said. 
Now De La Flor is looking 
ahead, hoping to get a try-out 
with a professional team. 
_ “There’s jobs out there. If 
not the NEL...Canadian. 
There’s a couple of | 
 
  
SANDRA SCOGNAMIGLIO / THE LUMBERJACK eagues. 
Hopefully I'll be able to get Raul De La Flor broke the conference record for season field: 
into one of those leagues.” gogig Saturday at Chico. 
Tip-off: Preseason begins 
continued from = 25 fense,” Wood said. The Lumberjack’s play host 
10) brings great detense to the Coach Woodistryingtoinsti- this weekend in the sixth an- 
point guard position and Matt _tutethetransition thissea- nual Red LionInnTip-OffTour- 
Trepinski (So,.6-5,175) willchal- son thanks to the addition of nament. 
lenge him with his height and some good athletes. “We havea Rounding out the field will 
rebounding ability. more athletic team this season be Sonoma State, Southern Or- 
“Scottisa relentless competi- withbetterreboundersaswell,” —_ egon State and Seattle Univer- 
tor that never gives up on de- Wood said. sity. 
  
  
10% DISCOUNT 
on purchases of accessories or repairs 
(with Student I.D.) 
UNIVEGA 
TREKuss 
BRIDGESTONE 
DW terry 
EXPERT REPAIRS 
FRIENDLY ADVICE 
FIT KIT SERVICE 
   
   
“The Bicycle People” 
2811 F Street © Eureka 
443°9861 
OPEN 
MON. - SAT. 
10 -6   
  
 
  
Dra By 
PAW NSHIOP 
  
     
Buy ¢ Sell ¢ Trade 
Loans on anything of value. 
315 F Street 
Eureka, CA 95501 
(707) 445°8332
Wednesday, Nov. 17, 1993 
   
       
  
        
The Lumbexjack 27 
Jeffers Smooth running ae : : 
crimiimre® | Cross country dy for national: a FOSss CO team ready for nat is 
Although he was Ps : . : + ad a ae ee ee a fie 2 - ti 
more playing time in a start- ot Ah 
toa Jeffers said he 
8 d trouble adjusting to HSU’s 11th nationally ranked 
this change in his goals. men’s cross-country team and 
“Istill wanted tocatchthe | a women runner will compete 
football and I missed that,” | with 17 other schools at the na- 
Jeffers said. tional meet in Riverside this 
fee said a ee Monday, November 22. 
to ask coaches about p “The rankings are pretty ac- 
at the eek OF ees te curate by this late in the sea- 
ceiver, but he was told that | son,” said Coach Dave Wells. 
as the only punter on the | “But we don’t really pay any 
team, they couldn’triskhim | attention to the a 
} hurt. Wells said that if one 
“Any defensive back will | went out and ran their best race 
tell you in a second that I} the team would do well. 
was a hard person to cover “Everybody has a job to do,” 
(as a receiver),” Jeffers said. Wells said. “Our top five run- 
“Any onfromthede- | ners will score and runners six 
fensive and I'll catch | and seven have to be ready to 
the football. But basically all | _ fill in if the top guys have a bad 
I could do was know inside | day.” 
that I could play the game at Themen’steam sled con- 
that position.” ference champion Martin Smith. 
Now, however, Jeffers ad- Dave Wasserman, I n Blair and 
mits that punting has| Pete Chenard are also top 
worked out for him,in more | competitiors, having earned the 
ways than one. And when title of all-conference, and all 
he thinks about continuing | have a chance at finishing 
in the sport after college, | among the top 25 Americans 
Jeffers said he looks at other | and becoming all-American. 
receiverswhoarebetterthan | § “We’ve done a good job 
heis but don’t have much of | achieving our goals this season 
a re to continue, | and I think most of our guys 
and sees that punting may | haveashot atall-American this 
givehimthechanceheneeds. | _ year,” said Wells. ’ 
“That just proves to me “Some of the guys have set 
that fate has a weird way of | individual goals of getting that 
working things,” Jefferssaid. red white and blue certificate.” 
Jeffers, who graduates af- Dave Wassermann went to 
ter‘this semester, said that | the nationals last year for HSU 
after college he planstocon- | and missed becoming all- 
tinue to develop his kicking | American. 
ability and then try out fora “I should do better than last 
team somewhere. year,” said veteran — Dave ; a 
“Just to say that I did Wassermann,  geography jun- 
out 1 pial would zc ior, “I have another season un- Pete Chenard, Martin Smith, John Coxford, lan Blair and Dave Wasserman will represent HSU 
enough,” Jeffers said. “It | der my belt and I've been run- &t the national championships in Riverside Monday. | 
wouldn’t always be in my | __ ning pretty well.” break your stride or to stop you The women will be repre- that she will do very wellbut 
head ‘shoulda, coulda, team qualified for the at any point. On that kind of sented by Denise Walker. hopes it will rain.“I like the 
woulda.” national meet at the regional course you just get out fastand Walkerhasbeentothenationals rain,” Walker said. “1 alwa 
“Right now my mom is coumnrenres held atCal Poly . ee twice before. She has also been _runwellintheran.” CoachW 
really pushingme;she’scall- | Pomona on Nov. 6. said.“Youplaceyourselfwhere to the nationals in track four is confident in his runners. He 
ing up a bunch of teams to The national meet will be youwanttofinishinthe packat times. She said that she looks said that the teams health is 
find out what it would take | heldNov.22attheVictoriaClub the startoftheraceandhopeto forward to running ona pe good, their in shape and the 
formetogetatry out,” Jeffers | golf course in Riverside. The hold on.” golfcourse instead ofhardpave- mental out look is great. 
said. “She’s being very su course will be very flat com- Wells said that in a big meet ment. “Like every meet, we 
portive. I kind of think she to the hilly terrain of _likethisanythingcould happen “Road running isn’t as much have no excuses,” Wells said. 
wants me to play more than umboldt County. and he hopesto finish seventh, fun for me,” Walker said. She “We're looking tow good and 
Ido.” : “There’s nothing really to eighth or ninth. added that she feels confident we'll get what we .   
patagonia’ 
CAPILENE® UNDERWEAR 
Sweat happens. Skiers, sailors, paddlers, fishermen and 
climbers are all the same when you get down to it. Capilene® 
Underwear, available in four weights, is uniquely effective at 
wicking moisture from the skin and dispersing it. : 
: You sweat, it works. 
EE MOONSTONE 
1563 G Street « Northtown Arcata * 826-0851 
    © Patagonia, Inc. 1990 Photo: NEWTON MORGAN     
124 Second Street 
Eureka, CA 95501 
4453155 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS 
“For Musicians... 
By Musicians”  
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Lumberjack Days was a flop. 
It was a failure 
EDITORIAL 
Bring back the beer 
despite incredible bands and an enormous amount 
of work by the Lumberjack Days committee and the participating 
clubs and tions. 
__ Last night approximately 20 people discussed the fate of Lumber- 
jack Days. These individuals decided that Lumberjack Days should 
continue with alcohol as part of it. The Lumberjack agrees. 
Lumberjack Days brings the diverse interests, cultures and ideas - 
of students, alumni and community together in one location at one 
time. There is no other event on campus or in the community that 
does this. 
It’s a sad statement that alcohol must be present to facilitate this. 
But as Associated Students representative Mark Nelson put it, “the 
alcohol provides a social glue to bring people together.” 
The Lumberjack does not endorse the use, and deplores the abuse 
of alcohol. - 
Lumberjack Days has traditionally been the largest fund raiser for 
clubs, it allows them to continue serving the needs of the students 
and community. 
The Lumberjack believes the administration should apologize to 
the Lumberjack Days’ committee for misleading them and the entire 
student body into believing that a full-time clubs coordinator was a 
legal requirement to serve alcohol. 
Alcohol should be served in a controlled form: a separate “beer 
garden” operated by the clubs coordinating council within logging 
town and limiting the hours it is sold. The council would distribute 
all profits evenly between the clubs that participate in Lumberjack 
Days. 
With or without alcohol, Lumberjack Days cannot survive in any 
form without support and planning. 
Every club who plans to participate should provide a member to 
serve on the Lumberjack Days committee. | 
There will be another informal meeting Nov. 30 at 6:00 p.m. in the 
UC South Lounge regarding the future of the event. We encourage 
everyone to attend. 
The future of Lumberjack days and its direction is still to be 
decided. 
  
Letters to the editor © 
Elitist assumption 
I find it ironic that The Lumberjack 
posted an inside article calling for the 
reakdown of the homeless stereo 
but then ran a caption under the front 
page photograph of the homeless chil- 
wor, with Y.E.S. project volun- 
teers that read the volunteers would “try 
to educate them.” The implication 
that you're asking the public to uphold 
their ts’ status as human beings 
while degrading their status as parents? 
As a single parent who, from time to 
time, has been a few dimes away from 
being homeless, I’ve constantly had to 
battle the same ste ical attitude 
which conceives, due to the temporary 
economic status of our family, that my 
children are educationally bankrupt and 
therefore subject to pity. 
I will agree that families caught up in 
cues verty are at great risk education- 
ly. However, other families that are 
temporarily displaced or without mon- 
etary advantages should not automati- 
cally be subjected to the stereotype your 
on tes. 
ucation of these children should 
be considered relative to their parents’ 
abilities to explore low-cost educational 
alternatives and not to the status of their 
parents’ wallets! 
Personally, I would think that your 
hypocracy smacks of the elitism of a pri- 
pe tint» ein that itis 
ost too blatant to be anything except 
a careless, thoughtless mistake. 
Unfortunately, the power of your me- 
dium has just communicated your mis- 
taken to thousands of HSU 
students. 
Taunya Funston 
senior, multiple subjects 
Health care ailments | 
President Clinton's prescription for the 
nation’s health care system may bea hard 
pill to swallow, as many Americans will 
pay more and receive less for quality 
ealth care. 
er one million insurance industry 
jobs be lost when the government 
forces hundreds of insurers out of busi- 
nessand the president makes good on his 
campaign promise to “take on the greedy 
insurance com iy 
With each passin day, the 
administration’s “spin doctors” relate 
|For all 
A 
- do. 2 
[IE just doesvil et 
hy bclec ‘ie 
   Why 
HS or the winner. 
and it tastes 
Wan 4 peo'e   kL 
Ries 5. bess £1 ing. 
ceat ! 
Dock at 
Lum ber )ack days 7 
bImpec how de t+? 
Wouldnd i+ be Great 7 
  
  
   
  
fis4 8 
Sy out of the old! 
 
some new horror st 
lies devastated by medical expenses, or 
ying outrageous premiums for health 
ance. 
Insurance commpentensiannseey scape- 
ory of uninsured fami- 
goats because it’s hard for them to ex- 
plain that, in states like California, people 
may take the AIDS test anonymously 
then, when they learn they are HIV-posi- 
tive, gooutand load up on life, healthand 
   
  
disability insurance. 
Hospitals across the nation are laying 
off empl because the government 
pays icare and Medicaid bills late 
and in amounts that are below cost for 
health providers. 
Thousands of veterans complain that 
VA hospitals provide poor care and have 
See Letters, page 29 
  
   
  
  
No more excuses 
_ NAFTA opponents need to face reality 
  
  
  
 
  
need surge extinction. Powerful industry 1 yists   ry. The Clinton administration should 
tackle those problems first, then see 
about fixing the present health care 
are trying to convince our representa- 
tives and senators to weaken the ESA. 
Humans are dependent on biological 
would take uninsured 
signed risks” and charge 
scale acco: 
opis Seen ena” 
people as “as- 
on a sliding 
to that citizen’sincome, 
with the government paying a sub- 
sidy. 
Thenall youhaveto dois stopanony- 
mous AIDS have a universal encouraging her to co-sponsor $921, the 
claim form and, presto, the system’s En ) Act Amendments 
fixed. of 1993. The bill would strengthen the act 
Bill Quinn by: 
resident, Bayside —« increasing funding for its implemen- 
tation, 
e up the recovery process for 
Endangered act. species sted. dnd wa 
The current rate of extinction has —  ° improving efforts oe 
beenestimated at one species hour. before they r ach the brink of extinction. — 
this in 1973, Cimgrese It is supported by a broad coalition of — 
passed the   
diversity for our survival. 
lators to save our coun! 
greedy corporations. 
We must convey this message to legis- 
try’s strongest 
environmental law from the pressures of 
Let senator Dianne Feinstein know that 
you support strengthening the ESA by 
the Student Environmental Action Coa- 
lition and Save America’s Forests. In ad- 
dition congressman Dan Hamburg and 
Senator Barbara Boxer have become co- 
sponsors for the bill. 
Please write a letter today to let 
Feinstein know how you feel. State your 
concern for the issue, make sure you 
print your name and address legibly and 
include the bill number (S921). 
Send ittoU.S. Senate, Washington D.C., 
20510. 
To get more involved, come to local 
SEAC oa on Wednesdays at 5 pm 
Hall 124. é in Gist 
Stacey Shull 
senior, natural resources 
Arts and i sues. 
On November 10 and 11, CenterArts 
the Naa Kahidi Theater from 
Alaska in a series of school and adult 
By Kevin Murphy European Economic Common- Mexican companies will also 
The veptie <8 Pavan beca will be forced St aati as, : argumen e use to - : ny 
North cum ironaen Trade a We are train roth ose and 
Agreement regurgi- ependent on Mexico and educate their families. 
tated rhetoric of isolationism Canada, just as are Otherwise they will have to 
and cultural centrism. dependent upon us. NAFTA is move to the U.S. to find the 
Opponents cite the environ- y a tool to manage these skilled labor that is necessary 
ment and a loss of jobs as their _ relationships. for most steps of modern 
main points. They are not production. 
looking to the future. They Kinder, gentler border Part of Mexico’s economic 
envision only a short-sighted NAFTA makes it easier for distress can be attributed to the 
inability of Mexico and Canada__U.S., Canadian and Mexican acquisition of capital and 
to think for themselves. multinationals to import equity through credit. Forty- 
Mexico has one of the worst resources and export prod- five percent of Mexico's debt is 
environmental problems inthe ucts. NAFTA held by foreigners, primarily 
world. At the same time, ithas many industries from moving _ the United States. 
some of the strictest environ- to Mexico by elimina - This debt is measured in 
mental laws. The problem: It border tariffs. As it stands dollars, whereas income and 
lacks the resources toenforce § now,many ucts are revenue is measur d in 
the laws. heavily samen into bo Pc a decision = 
Mexico, but not taxed coming S. Congress een led 
Monetary advaniages into the states. drove the value of the peso r 
There is no doubt NAFTA the border allows down four percent. 
will be of financial benefit to companies to tap into the A devaluation of the peso 
Mexico. Mexican market without decreases Mexico’s ability to 
NAFTA will generate the having to move there. pay the debt. 
resources necessary to help In California alone, in- NAFTA will not make the 
solve Mexico’s social, environ- creased trade with Mexico, or the dollar more or less 
mental and economic ills. - tariffs and all, has created dependent on each other, but 
These cannot be 100,000 new jobs since 1986. ill make them more depen- 
effectively addressed without | The Governor's office e dent on the same variables, 
. the m a free trade agree- | NAFTA to produce ano thereby increasing stability. 
ment ate. 40,000 jobs in the immediate 
Since 1948 and the creation _ future. Break down barriers 
¢ the General ent on The argument that an influx The three countries are 
ariffs and Trade, Americans of American products into already interdependent and 
have lived in a global economy Mexico and da will bea taagoaabd: " SoFRy Bev (o Gee oT 
and it’s time to accept it. competitive threat to domestic Interdependent relationships Aisow: Nc POREIGHERS 
Multinational companies from companies within those are much less disruptive Wee ATE. ANeR) CA 
all over the world — not just countries is also short-sighted. | without artificial barriers. “TS T ' 
the United States — invest and NAFTA will encourage The world realized this 
manufacture in Mexico and these companies to optimize when barriers were cited as a 
Canada. Not passing NAFTA _ production. It willcreatenew —_reason for the great depres- 
is not going tochange this. . sources of capital and improve _ sion. created, and a few years later _—‘ the walls and contribute what 
The U.S. cannot survive the infrastructure, making The depression proved that the European Economic we can to the world. 
standing alone; we face them more competitive inthe | agreements were needed — Commonwealth. 
economic power houses inthe —_long run. that’s why the GATT was It’s time that we break down Murphy is a business 
admin. senior. 
© Continued from page 28 
, 
waiting lists for those veterans who This year the ESA itself is in tof Cluband National Wildlife Federationto workshops and a public performance 
at the Van Duzer Theatre. 
As part of Naa Kahidi’s visit to the 
North Coast, we held a potluck recep- 
tion in the Goodwin Forum where our 
_ Alaskan neighbors had a chance to 
meet members of our local Native 
American community. 
We would like to thank the - 
ous support of the students and staff 
of ITEPP, the AIA club, the Mankillers 
drum group, the Red Cedar Drum, the 
local ; and all who joined in 
a Kahidi’s visit a success. 
At CenterArts, we believe the arts 
play a vital role in addressing issues 
that better human und and 
the community. We invite 
to stop by our office in Nelson 
206 to hear about our plans for 
pone Telling the Story " ty: a 3 
director, CenterArts    
  
   
  
  
30 Wednesday, Nov. 17, 1993 CLASSIFIED 
FOR SALE LOST FOR RENT OPPORTUNITIES 
MACINTOSH SE, 2 800K 
DRIVES. Under Applecare 
since new. Asking $300. Call 
826-3259, or can be seen at 
Lumberjack Office, NHE base- 
ment. : 
  
LOWEST PRICE. NEW, 
GUARANTEED. California 
Certified Multi-Pure Water Fil- 
oho 0% fi ; wie fe 
demo. Opportu 
financial . Start 
your own business $5. JAY, 
822-9268. 11/17 
1989 ZENIAN |.B.M. COM- 
PATIBLE COMPUTER with 
3.5” disk drive, color monitor: 
$375. New 1993 1.B.M. com- 
patible word processor/type- 
writer, $275. Prices negotiable. 
822-9330, leave message. 
CLUBS & 
ORGANIZATIONS 
VEGAN VEGETARIAN CLUB 
STUDY GROUP Mondays, 4- 
6p.m. Nelson Hall 113 forleam- 
ing and enhancing the Vegan 
way of living. Believed to be 
the safest way to live on earth 
as humans. 
THE JEWISH STUDENT 
UNION welcomes all to partici- 
pate in a night of Israeli danc- 
ing! Paul Sheldon, former so- 
loist with Aman International 
Dance Ensemble, co-founder 
Admati Israeli Dance En- 
semble. Live Music! Free cul- 
tural refreshments. $1 en- 
trance. < 
Thurs, Nov, 18, 
NOTICES 
YOUR AD CAN APPEAR 
HERE for very low cost! 
  
 
 
REWARD! Young male black 
cat lost Monday night at Forbes 
Complex. Two little girls and 
their mom are broken hearted. 
Please call 826-1769. 
NOTICES 
HAVE YOU BEEN DIAG- 
NOSED WITH LYME DiSs- 
EASE in the last seven years, 
and are you between 18 & 64 
yrs. old? Your experience can 
help our research. Please call 
Dr. Jim Knight, 826-3573. 128 
AUTOMOTIVE 
‘85 4 WHEEL DRIVE CHEVY 
BLAZER. Very good condi- 
tion; just tuned; 90,000 miles; 
A.C.; lots of brand new parts; 
$5,000. Call 822-8443. 
THRILLS 
SEAHORSES-Enjoy horse- 
back riding on beautiful Clam 
Beach-individuals, groups, 
parties-excellent rates, terrific 
horses- also mountain 
housepacking adventures in 
the Trinity Alps wi 
riding level OK—839-4946, 
839-4615/ 
Greeks & Clubs 
RAISE UP TO 
$1,000 IN JUST 
ONE WEEK! For 
your fratemity, sorority & 
Club. Plus $1,000 for 
yourself! And a FREE T- 
SHIRT just for calling. 1- 
800-932-0528, ext. 75.47 
 
 
    
NEWLY BUILT HOUSE FOR 
RENT. 3 bd., 1 1/2 ba. quiet 
dbi. car garage w/opener. Lg. 
pvt. yard, patio. 1130-A Kill- 
deer. $725. X St. Halfway near 
McKinleyville H.S. 441-2121. 
3 BEDROOMHOUSE, 3 miles 
from HSU. Brand new carpet, 
paint, woodstove, appliances. 
Pets negotiable, student 
friendly environment. Available 
now. $595/mo, others also 
available. 822-1442 Cargill 
Real Estate. Nofee! = 117 
ROOM IN A 4 BEDROOM, 2 
BATH HOUSE IN ARCATA. 
Quiet but not boring, in fact, 
sometimes quite an interesting 
household. Washer/dryer, 
large yard. No drugs/smoking. 
$250/mo, $100 deposit. No 
pets. Available 1/1/94. 822- 
6685. 
WANTED 
if 
 
CLASSIFIED 
' ADS 
Place your ads 
at the 
University Ticket Office 
by 4 p.m. Fridays. 
Or mail your ad, 
legibly printed, 
to: 
Lumberjack Newspaper, 
HSU 
Arcata, CA 95521, 
Attn: Classifieds. 
Just $5/25 words. 
Special Student Rate   $2/25 words.   
 
  
   
afttpwoon 
AVTOMOTIVE 
822-3770 
Quality Service * Affordable Prices 
  
  
Is your car ready for 
your holiday journies? 
Safety Check Special 
$17.95 
       
 
        
Safety in 
_ Numbers kscort Service 
of Cafe Mokka) 
  
INTERVIEWERS NEEDED 
FORHUPA STUDY. an 
t sitions available 
onde alrite at the 
Hoopa Reservation in Jan. 
1994. Interviewing experience 
and knowledge of Native Ameri- 
can (preferably Hupa) culture 
preferred. Interviews held 
Thursday Nov. 18. Call (510) 
835-9012 or fax a résumé to 
(510) 835-2647, attn. Sue 
Norris. 
DO YOU SPEAK TURKISH? 
Struggling American needs 
your help learning, especially 
with pronounciations. Please 
call Tamara at 822-6483. 
NTERNATIONAL EMPLOY- 
MENT—make up to $2,000- 
$4,000+/mo. teaching basic 
conversational English in Ja- 
pan, Taiwan or S. Korea. No 
teaching background or Asian 
languages req. For info. call: 
(206)632-1146 ext. J6047.1117 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Eam 
up to $2,000+mo. on Cruise 
Ships orLand-Tourcompanies. 
World travel. Summer & full- 
time employment available. No 
exp. necessary. For info call 
206-634-0468 ext. C6047. 12 
SPRING BREAK ‘94-Lake 
Havasu, AZ, America’s New- 
est Hot spot, is actively seek- 
ing responsible, energetic cam- 
pus reps. Earn $$$ + Free 
trips! Call Ron(415) 382-9463. 
  
  
Channel 12 
TUESDAY 
EVENING 
REPORT 
NOV. 23 
  
SERVICES 
SWEDISH-ESALEN 
MASSAGE. Enjoy in your own 
home (if desired). Student/ 
senior discounts.. Mention this 
ad and receive 1/2 off your first 
massage. Michael, 826-1924. 
COMPUTER SERVICES all 
aspects. Affordable, flexible, 
reliable. We write custom 
“dBase” programs for your 
special school and business 
needs, without buying software. 
826-2968- Sway. 128 
HENDERSON STREET 
WORD PROCESSING, for all 
yourtyping needs. Phone (707) 
443-6128. aie 
MOBILE” CAR REPAIRS 
EXPERT. Work carried out at 
your place by qualified 
mechanic, European-trained, 
reasonable rates. Phone 
M.A.D. (Mobile Auto Doctor) 
839-4946 or 839-4 15. 
HARMONICA INSTRUCTOR: 
Beginner, Advanced. Apply to 
any style of music. Advanced 
players develop your skill 
further. Instructor canbe heard 
on C.D. 443-5222. 
PERSONALS 
LAUREL, meet usin the Arcata 
Plaza at 6:30 p.m. 
HEATHER: Congratulations on 
your new position. I knowyou'll 
do a greatjob. Frank. 
  
Public Access 
Program Schedule 
THIS WEEK 
Information & perspectives 
on homelessness & hunger 
      
a Sse seeasereassnssertieetcnen 
Call 826-3456 
   
  
    
    
    
    
    
  
   
     
   
  
publication date 
 
    
   
   
 
    
 
   
*Ceramics: Margaret 
Enferson will open her 
studio to the public through 
December. Hours are noon 
to 8 p.m. More information 
is available at 826-2330 or 
826-9605. 
Music 
eLive Music: The River — 
Rocks at Eli’s in Eureka, 9 
p.m. More information is 
available at 441-9318. 
Et Cetera 
Japan Lecture: Professor 
Lloyd Fulton will give a talk 
on “Educational opportuni- 
ties in Japan” in Founders 
Hall at 7 p.m. More informa- 
tion is available at 826- 
Guidelines for items submitted to the Calendar: 
¢ Must be received by 5 p.m. Friday before 
3641. 
° Typed or neatly printed 
¢ Must include full address of event, a 
contact person and a phone number 
¢ Items are subject to editing for style 
and grammar and may be condensed 
  
The Lumberjack 
\ Humboldt State University 
Nelson Hall East 6 
Arcata, Calif. 95521 
Phone: (707) 826-3271 
Fax: (707) 826-5921 
eOpen House: Women’s 
Center open house from 4 
to 7 p.m., food and music. 
More information is avail- 
able at 826-4216. 
Thursday 18 
Music 
*Eco-grass Music: Student 
Environmental Action 
Coalition and Earth First! 
presents Smokey and 
Bigfoot, a wild Siskiyou 
roadshow and album 
release tour in Founders 
Hall 118 at 7:30 p.m. A 
slideshow by former U.S. 
Forest Service forester 
George Shook will also be 
shown during the evening. 
More information is avail- 
able at 839-5847. 
_ Theater 
   
  
ie 
(Ge BD ae 
New Play series. The play 
focuses on a women’s 
traditional beliefs and her 
journey towards liberating 
her past. Tickets are $5 
general admission, $2.50 for 
students with Thur day 
being special student dollar 
night. Doors open at 7:30 
p.m. More information is 
available at 826-3566. 
Et Cetera 
elsraeli Dancing: The 
Jewish Student Union 
presents Israeli Dancing at 
the Hotel Arcata’s 
Rancheria Room, 7 to 9 
p.m. More information is 
available at 822-7197. 
Smoke Free: The Ameri- 
can Cancer Society pre- 
sents “The Great Ameri- 
can Smokeout Celebration 
Dance,” 8 to 11 p.m. at the 
Bayside Grange. More 
information is available at 
826-3236 or 442-1436. 
Celtic Society: The 
Humboldt Celtic Society, 6 
to 7 p.m. in NR 201. More 
information is available at 
822-4727. 
«Women’s Re-Entry 
Seminar: Soroptimist 
International presents a free 
seminar and topics expand- 
ing career options, increas- 
ing self-confidence, risk- 
taking and ways to balance 
school, work and family. 
More information is avail- 
able at 442-2971. 
°The Great American 
Smokeout: Free survival 
kits, buttons and posters to 
aid in support during this 24- 
hour quit smoking event. 
- More information is avail- 
able at 826-3236 or at the 
Smokeout hotline from noon 
to midnight, 442-1436, 443- 
2241 or 443-4417. 
Theater 
*Clown Show: Seattle 
based clown performer 
Victoria Millard brings her 
show “The Magnificent 
Monsieur Henri Le Fou,” — 
( 
to Dell’ Arte in Biue Lake at 
8 p.m. More information is 
available at 668-5663. 
Music 
Chamber Music: Carol 
Jacobson and John 
Brecher will perform works 
by Mentotti, Bach, Vivaldi, 
Kummer, Bartok and 
Quinsey at the Humboldt 
Cultural Center in Eureka, 
8:15 p.m. More information 
is available at 442-0278. 
Sports 
*Men’s Basketball: Red 
Lion Tip-Off Tournament in 
the East Gym, 5:30 p.m. and 
7:45 p.m. Teams include the 
Lumberjacks, Seattle 
University, Sonoma State, 
Southern Oregon State. 
More information is available . 
at 826-3631. 
“Women’s Basketball: 
Lumberjacks at Chico 
Tournament through 
Sunday. More information is 
available at 826-3631. 
Et Cetera 
*Bulgarian Folk Dances: 
HSU’s Intemational 
Folkdance Club presents 
Bulgarian Folk dances. More 
information is available at 
826-0938. 
eCCAT Workshop: The 
Campus Center for Appropri- 
ate Technology is hosting a 
Composting Workshop 
from 2 to 4 p.m. More 
information is available at 
826-3551. 
°CCAT Harvest Potluck: 
Bring your favorite goodies 
to the Buck House 6 p.m. 
More information is available 
at 826-3551. 
eCheerleading: Tryouts for 
cheerleaders, 2 p.m. in the 
Kate Buchanan Room. More 
information is available at 
826-3631. 
Music 
eLive Music: The 
Roeadmasters Band at the 
North Coast Inn, 9 p.m. 
More information is available 
a 
TTL 4 (eit 
help distribute so p and 
donated materials at the 
Mitchell-Redner Resource 
Center in Eur ka. More 
information is available at 
Y.E.S., 826-4965. 
“Pro-Choice Demonstra- 
tion: in Fortuna at Main and 
Rohnert Bivd. at 11 a.m. 
Demonstrators re encour- 
aged to meet at the HSU’s 
Women’s Center,10 a.m. 
More information is avail- 
able at 826-4216. 
eHoliday Craft Baz ar: The 
women of Sacred Heart 
Parish presents its 10th 
annual craft bazaar from 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. More informa- 
tion is available at 822- 
0750. 
Sports 
eMen’s Basketball: Red 
Lion Tip-Off Tournament in 
the East Gym, 5:30 p.m. 
_ and 7:45 p.m. Teams 
include the Lumberjacks, 
Seattle University, Sonoma 
State, Southern Oregon 
State. More information is 
available at 826-3631. 
Et Cetera 
eAcrobats: CenterArts 
presents the Chinese 
Magic Revue of Taiwan, 2 
p.m. and 7 p.m. in Van 
Duzer Theatre. More 
information is available at 
826-3928. 
Monday 22 
_ (Men’s and Women’s 
Cross Country: Lumber- 
jacks at Riverside for the 
NCAA II National Champi- 
onships. More information is 
available at 826-3631. 
  
The Lumberjack will 
be breaking for 
Thanksgiving . 
return Dec. 1. 
.. it will 
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30 Wednesday, Nov. 17, 1993 CLASSIFIED 
FOR SALE EOST FOR RENT OPPORTUNITIES 
MACINTOSH SE, 2 800K 
DRIVES. Under Applecare 
since new. Asking $300. Call 
826-3259, or can be seen at 
Lumberjack Office, NHE base- 
ment. ; 
  
LOWEST PRICE. NEW, 
GUARANTEED. California 
Certified Multi-Pure Water Fil- 
ters. 0% financing. Rentals. 
Free demo. ae bene for
financial independence. Start 
your own business $5. JAY, 
822-9268. 1117 
1989 ZENIAN 1.B.M. COM- 
PATIBLE COMPUTER with 
3.5” disk drive, color monitor: 
$375. New 1993 1.B.M. com- 
patible word processor/type- 
writer, $275. Prices negotiable. 
822-9330, leave message. 
CLUBS & 
ORGANIZATIONS 
VEGAN VEGETARIAN CLUB 
STUDY GROUP Mondays, 4- 
6p. a Hall 113forleam- 
ing and enhancing the Vegan 
way of living. Believed to be 
the safest way to live on earth 
as humans. 
THE JEWISH STUDENT 
UNION welcomes all to partici- 
pate in a night of Israeli danc- 
ing! Paul Sheldon, former so- 
loist with Aman International 
Dance Ensemble, co-founder 
Admati Israeli Dance En- 
semble. Live Music! Free cul- 
tural refreshments. $1 en- 
trance. : 
Thurs, Nov, 18, 
NOTICES 
YOUR AD CAN APPEAR 
HERE for very low cost! 
 
 
 
REWARD! Young male 
cat lost Monday nightat Forbes 
Complex. Two little 
their mom are broken tod. 
Please call 826-1769. 
NOTICES 
HAVE YOU BEEN DIAG- 
NOSED WITH LYME DIS- 
EASE in the last seven years, 
and are you between 18 & 64 
yrs. old? Your experience can 
help our research. Please call 
Dr. Jim Knight, 826-3573. 128 
AUTOMOTIVE 
‘85 4 WHEEL DRIVE CHEVY 
BLAZER. Very good condi- 
tion; just tuned; 90,000 miles; 
A.C.; lots of brand new parts; 
$5, 000. Call 822- 8443. 
THRILLS 
SEAHORSES-Enjoy horse- 
back riding on beautiful Clam 
Beach-individuals, groups, 
parties-excellent rates, terrific 
horses- also mountain 
housepacking adventures in 
the Trinity Alps wildemess—any 
riding level OK—839-4946, 
839-4615/ 
RAISE UP TO 
$1,000 IN JUST 
ONE WEEK! For 
your fratemity, sorority & 
Club. Plus $1,000 for 
yourself! And a FREE T- 
SHIRT just for calling. 1- 
800-932-0528, ext. 75. 
11/17 
  
 
    
NEWLY BUILT HOUSE FOR 
RENT. 3 bd., 1 1/2 ba. quiet 
dbl. car garage w/opener. Lg. 
pvt. yard, patio. 1130-A Kill- 
deer. $725. X St. Halfway near 
McKinleyville H.S. 441-2121. 
3 BEDROOMHOUSE, 3 miles 
from HSU. Brand new carpet, 
paint, woodstove, appliances. 
Pets negotiable, student 
friendly environment. Available 
now. $595/mo, others also 
available. 822-1442 Cargill 
Real Estate. Nofee! = 117 
ROOM IN A 4 BEDROOM, 2 
BATH HOUSE IN ARCATA. 
Quiet but not boring, in fact, 
sometimes quite an interesting 
household. Washer/dryer, 
large yard. No drugs/smoking. 
$2 , $100 deposit. No 
pets. Available 1/1/94. 822- 
6685. 
WANTED 
- 
CLASSIFIED 
ADS 
Place your ads 
at the 
University Ticket Office 
by 4 p.m. Fridays. 
 
Or mail your ad, 
legibly printed, 
to: 
Lumberjack Newspaper, 
HSU, 
Arcata, CA 95521, 
Attn: Classifieds. 
Just $5/25 words. 
Special Student Rate 
$2/25 words.     
  
afEowoo 
loaner bikes available 
822-3770 
Quality Service * Affordable Prices       
  
Is your car ready for 
your holiday journies? 
Safety Check Special 
$17.95 
   
   
 
     
orn TT 
Numbers Escort Service 
INTERVIEWERS NEEDED 
FORHUPA STUDY. an 
temporary positions available 
COnGiCaig Wabrvieie at the 
Hoopa Reservation in Jan. 
1994. Interviewing experience 
and knowledge of Native Ameni- 
can (preferably Hupa) culture 
preferred. Interviews held 
Thursday Nov. 18. Call (510) 
835-9012 or fax a résumé to 
(510) 835-2647, attn. Sue 
Norris. 
DO YOU SPEAK TURKISH? 
Struggling American needs 
your help learning, especially 
with pronounciations. Please 
call Tamara at 822-6483. 
NTERNATIONAL EMPLOY- 
MENT—make up to $2,000- 
$4,000+/mo. teaching basic 
conversational English in Ja- 
pan, Taiwan or S. Korea. No 
teaching background or Asian 
languages req. For info. call: 
(206)632-1146 ext. J6047.11/17 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Eam 
up to $2,000+mo. on Cruise 
Ships orLand-Tourcompanies. 
World travel. Summer & full- 
time employment available. No 
exp. necessary. For info call 
206-634-0468 ext. C6047. 12 
SPRING BREAK ‘94-Lake 
Havasu, AZ, America’s New- 
est Hot spot, is actively seek- 
ing responsible, energeticcam- 
pus reps. Earn $$$ + Free 
trips! Call Ron (415) 382-9463. 
  
SERVICES 
SWEDISH-ESALEN 
MASSAGE. Enjoy in your own 
home (if desired). Student/ 
senior discounts.. Mention this 
ad and receive 1/2 off your first 
massage. Michael, 826-1924. 
COMPUTER SERVICES all 
aspects. Affordable, flexible, 
reliable. We write custom 
“dBase” programs for your 
ial school and business 
needs, without buying software. 
826-2968- Sway. 128 
HENDERSON STREET 
WORD PROCESSING, for all 
yourtyping needs. Phone (707) 
443-6128. aie 
MOBILE” CAR REPAIRS 
EXPERT. Work carried out at 
your place by qualified 
mechanic, European-trained, 
reasonable rates. Phone 
M.A.D. (Mobile Auto Doctor) 
839-4946 or 839-4 15. 
HARMONICA INSTRUCTOR: 
Beginner, Advanced. Apply to 
any style of music. Advanced 
players develop your skill 
further. Instructor canbe heard 
on C.D. 443-5222. 
PERSONALS 
LAUREL, meet us inthe Arcata 
Plaza at 6:30 p.m. 
HEATHER: Congratulations on 
your new position. I knowyou'll 
do a great job. Frank. 
 
  
 
3 : . 
Channel 12 
TUESDAY 
EVENING 
REPORT 
NOV. 23 
7 pm. 
Recycling 
on 
Campus 
Tape replay at 9 & Vip.m. 
Produced by 
HSU journalism students 
  
  
Access 
Program Schedule 
information & ” nanportets 
    
     
  
 
     
        
        
    
 
publication date 
Ceramics: Margaret 
Enferson will open her 
studio to the public through 
December. Hours are noon 
to 8 p.m. More information 
is available at 826-2330 or 
826-9605. 
Music 
eLive Music: The River 
Rocks at Eli’s in Eureka, 9 
p.m. More information is 
available at 441-9318. 
Et Cetera 
Japan Lecture: Professor 
Lloyd Fulton will give a talk 
on “Educational opportuni- 
ties in Japan” in Founders 
Hall at 7 p.m. More informa- 
tion is available at 826- 
Guidelines for items submitted tb the Calendar: 
¢ Must be received by 5 p.m. Friday before 
° ‘Typed or neatly printed 
¢ Must include full address of event, a 
contact person and a phone number 
¢ Items are subject to editing for style 
and grammar and may be condensed 
3641. 
The Lumberjack 
Nelson Hall East 6 
Arcata, Calif. 95521 
Phone: (707) 826-3271 
Fax: (707) 826-5921 
eOpen House: Women’s 
Center open house from 4 
to 7 p.m., food and music. 
More information is avail- 
able at 826-4216. 
Thursday 18 
Music 
*Eco-grass Music: Student 
Environmental Action 
Coalition and Earth First! 
presents Smokey and 
Bigfoot, a wild Siskiyou 
roadshow and album 
release tour in Founders 
Hall 118 at 7:30 p.m. A 
slideshow by former U.S. 
Forest Service forester 
George Shook will also be 
shown during the evening. 
More information is avail- 
able at 839-5847. 
Theater 
* HSU Theater Department 
presents: “Taking 
Leave,” the second full- 
length original play in its 
  
    
   
   
   
  
  
ites b oe
 mr fen 
New Play series. The play 
focuses on a women’s 
traditional beliefs and her 
journey towards liberating 
her past. Tickets are $5 
general admission, $2.50 for 
students with Thur day 
being special student dollar 
night. Doors open at 7:30 
p.m. More information is 
available at 826-3566. 
Et Cetera 
eisraeli Dancing: The 
Jewish Student Union 
presents Israeli Dancing at 
the Hotel Arcata’s 
Rancheria Room, 7 to 9 
p.m. More information is 
available at 822-7197. 
Smoke Free: The Ameri- 
can Cancer Society pre- 
sents “The Great Ameri- 
can Smokeout Celebration 
Dance,” 8 to 11 p.m. at the 
Bayside Grange. More 
information is available at 
826-3236 or 442-1436. 
Celtic Society: The 
Humboldt Celtic Society, 6 
to 7 p.m. in NR 201. More 
information is available at 
822-4727. 
eWomen’s Re-Entry 
Seminar: Soroptimist 
International presents a free 
seminar and topics expand- 
ing career options, increas- 
ing self-confidence, risk- 
taking and ways to balance 
school, work and family. 
More information is avail- 
able at 442-2971. 
The Great American 
Smokeout: Free survival 
kits, buttons and posters to 
aid in support during this 24- 
hour quit smoking event. 
_ More information is avail- 
able at 826-3236 or at the 
Smokeout hotline from noon 
to midnight, 442-1436, 443- 
2241 or 443-4417, 
Theater 
°Clown Show: Seattle 
based clown performer 
Victoria Millard brings her 
show “The Magnificent 
Monsieur Henri Le Fou,” 
PHOTO Ce) WoRLD~ 
to Del’ Arte in Blue Lake at 
8 p.m. More information is 
available at 668-5663. 
Music 
Chamber Music: Carol 
Jacobson and John 
Brecher will perform works 
by Mentotti, Bach, Vivaldi, 
Kummer, Bartok and 
Quinsey at the Humboldt 
Cultural Center in Eureka, 
8:15 p.m. More information 
is available at 442-0278. 
Sports 
*Men’s Basketball: Red 
Lion Tip-Off Tournament in 
the East Gym, 5:30 p.m. and 
7:45 p.m. Teams include the 
Lumberjacks, Seattle 
University, Sonoma State, 
Southern Oregon State. 
More information is ava lable . 
at 826-3631. 
“Women’s Basketball: 
Lumberjacks at Chico ' 
Tournament through 
Sunday. More information is 
available at 826-3631. 
Et Cetera 
eBuigarian Folk Dances: 
HSU’s Intemational 
Folkdance Club presents 
Bulgarian Folk dances. More 
information is available at 
826-0938. 
*CCAT Workshop: The 
Campus Center for Appropri- 
ate Technology is hosting a 
Composting Workshop 
from 2 to 4 p.m. More 
information is available at 
826-3551. 
CCAT Harvest Potluck: 
Bring your favorite goodies 
to the Buck House 6 p.m. 
More information is available 
at 826-3551. 
: Tryouts for 
cheerleaders, 2 p.m. in the 
Kate Buchanan Room. More 
information is available at 
826-3631. 
Live Music: The 
Roadmasters Band at the 
North Coast Inn, 9 p.m. 
More information is available 
aged to meet at the HSU’s 
Women’s Center,10 a.m. 
More information is avail- 
able at 826-4216. 
eHoliday Craft Bazaar: The 
women of Sacred Heart 
Parish presents its 10th 
annual craft bazaar from 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. More informa- 
tion is available at 822- 
0750. 
Sports 
eMen’s Basketball: Red 
Lion Tip-Off Tournament in 
the East Gym, 5:30 p.m. 
and 7:45 p.m. Teams 
include the Lumberjacks, 
Seattle University, Sonoma 
State, Southern Oregon 
State. More information is 
available at 826-3631. 
Et Cetera 
eAcrobats: CenterArts 
presents the Chinese 
Magic Revue of Taiwan, 2 
p.m. and 7 p.m. in Van 
Duzer Theatre. More 
information is available at 
826-3928. 
Monday 22 
_ (Men’s and Women’s 
Cross Country: Lumber- 
jacks at Riverside for the 
NCAA Ii National Champi- 
onships. More information is 
available at 826-3631. 
  
The Lumberjack will 
be breaking for 
.. it will Thanksgiving . 
return Dec. 1. 
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32 ___ Wednesday, Nov. 17, 1993 
BIG SCREEN 
49ERS SPECIAL 
LARGE 
1-TOPPING 
PIZZA 
$8.00 
$1.00 Off All Pitchers 
  
  
Watch For Winter Hook! 
 
    Everyday Lower Prices 
Special Rates On 
Monday Night Sport Nite 
  
HOT OVEN BAKED 
POCKET STYLE — 
¢Meatball Alice's Special 
¢BBQ Beef »* BBQ Chicken 
$3.99 
Includes Baked Sandwich, 
Pickles and Chips 
‘ & 
“Always a Masierpre 
6th & He pasta 822-7602 § “th & H- Arcata, R22-7 502: 
CORNER 5th & J STREETS. ARCATA * CALL 822 
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS 
Sun - Thur: Noon to 11 pm 
Fri & Sat: Noon fo 1 am 
>“) “> r/itd OF ¢ vane i Teavas 
£2420 TUN ROOCKVOHILIONS 
